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EDITORIAL
As a Bulgarian student in Graz, I often see myself as a connecting link between
two countries, between two cultures. By sharing stories and experiences with
my friends, I sometimes, even unintentionally, bring some Austrian spirit back
home. Of course, that multi-cultural exchange works both ways - every time I
get back in Graz I bring something that I share with my friends and colleagues.
In this case through my Master thesis.
This project is a proposition for the adaptive reuse of iconic cultural monuments
- the abandoned tobacco warehouses in Plovdiv, Bulgaria. Despite of the severe
condition of the buildings, there is still a potential for adaptation and reconnection with the contemporary urban context.
The motivation behind it? From a subjective point of view I would be glad if
this Master thesis could give a suggestion how the city could tackle issues
with abandoned cultural monuments whilst increasing the number of cultural
centers. The city of Plovdiv needs to make space for the hosting of events, as
preparations for “Plovdiv - European Capital of Culture in 2019” are on the run.
In the beginning of the research phase, I contacted “Plovdiv 2019” - a non-governmental organization established by the city council - which is responsible for
the organization of the event. They were so kind to provide me with some historical background and archive photographs and layouts of the buildings, which
I used as a base for further research and analysis. All the following graphs and
diagrams (except for the case studies) and the majority of the photographs are
done by me during the period of analysis.
The story starts with Plovdiv and the city’s development during Thracian and
Roman times, discusses known directions and approaches in the handling of
historical buildings, while giving some examples. It continues with details and
diagrams concerning the tobacco industry and last but not least - the design
proposal itself.
I wish you a pleasant reading.
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‘‘A city built on seven hills
and older than Rome!’’

Fig01 :: Plovdiv seen from Bunardzhik Tepe. Photo
credits - Hristo Nikolov

Bulgaria’s Plovdiv is the sixth oldest city in the world. Being older than most of
the oldest towns in the world like Rome, Athens or Constantinople, and almost
coeval with Troy, Plovdiv is a town built upon layers of previous occupation
with great cultural diversity. It is, indeed, a ‘city-teleport’ that could let you travel
6000 years back in time and explore the life of Bulgarians’ ancestors. Plovdiv
is the second largest city in Bulgaria, situated on the Maritsa River. Similarly to
Rome, Plovdiv was built on seven hills called Tepe-s. Four of them are particularly impressive: Nebet Tepe - with its Thracian fort ruins above the old town,
Sahat Tepe - crowned with a clock tower, Bunardzhika - the ‘Hill of the Liberators’ to the west and Dzhendem - ‘Hill of the Youth’ in the southwest.(fig.09) Its
unique location on ancient crossroads has stimulated strong cultural and political influences from East and West civilizations, and yet maintained its unique
cultural identity. Once the ancient road “Via Diagonalis” connecting
Rome and Constantinople - the West and East - passed through the city.
“The buildings of the modern city springing up in a string of ancient ruins, mosaics
and medieval fragments - a maze of underground artefacts - ready to be found
even at the slightest construction intervention. Plovdiv impresses not only with its
Ancient Roman Theatre and Stadium, but also with its unique Renaissance district. In centuries it was visited from Romans, Byzantines and eastern settlers from
Malaysia, Syria and Armenia. Today its inhabitants, about 390 000 people, are still
arranging their lifestyles in colourful mix of ethnicities.” [1]
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Kendros, Eumolpias, Philippoupolis, Pulpudeva, Trimontium, Puldin, Filibe. All
these are historical names of the present day city of Plovdiv. The story begins
about 8000 years ago when the first settlement was created on the hill, today
known as Nebet tepe. The Thracians were those, who first inhabited “the plane
with seven hills” near the shores of the river Hebros (Maritsa). Around the XII
B.C., the settlement already had the status of a city, called by the local Thracian
population Eumolpias (named after the legendary Thracian king Eumolpus, son
of Poseidon). From that time are preserved the oldest parts of the fortress walls
of Nebet tepe.First conquered by Romans in 72 B.C., the city was found in
46 B.C. and renamed to Trimontium (City of Three Hills). The fortress’s walls
of Nebet tepe, the Forum, the Roman stadium, the Amphitheater, the Eastern
Gate remind Bulgarians of those ages. After the Roman Empire fell apart, Plovdiv remained within the Byzantine Empire. Since the end of the 6th century, the
area has been widely inhabited by the Slavs. This historical fact along with the
important strategic position of the town could explain why the medieval Bulgarian rulers always strived to take control of the city.
Khan Krum was the first to conquer Plovdiv in 812. For the first time the city
was mentioned with its present name Plovdiv in a Bulgarian apocryphal chronicle in XI century. The knights of the Fourth Crusade founded the Duchy of
Philippoupolis in 1204 which lasted about half a century. The city was under
the Byzantine rule till 1344, when it was given back to Bulgaria. Shortly after
that - in 1364, the Ottoman invasion of the Balkans was irreversible resulting in
the occupation of the city by Lala Shahin Pasha. Plovdiv was then transformed
into one of the most important centres of the Ottoman Empire. Interesting architectural monuments have remained from that era, such as Djumaya mosque
(probably built between 1369 and 1389 during the reign of Murat I) and The
Clock Tower on Sahat Tepe (built around 1560, the oldest
in the Ottoman Empire).
In the beginning the of the XIX century Plovdiv was one of the fastest growing
merchant centres, evidence of which is the Historical architectural reserve “Old
Town”. Plovdiv was also considered an important educational centre, as one of
the first schools were established there. There for the first time was commemorated the feast of the Slavic scholars St. St. Cyril and Methodius.In addition,
Hristo G. Danov founded the first Bulgarian publishing house that still exists
in Plovdiv today. On January 16th 1878, the detachment of Captain Burago
liberated the town from the Turks. However, Plovdiv was part of the restored
Bulgarian state only a for a few months as the autonomous province - Eastern
Rumelia, had to be created in the Ottoman Empire according to the Berlin
Treaty of July 1st 1878. Plovdiv did not remain indifferent to the fragmentation
of Bulgaria and on September 6th 1885 celebrated one of the most significant
events in in the history of Bulgaria, namely the Unification. Consequently, Plovdiv became an important economic centre of Bulgaria, evidence of which was
the First Bulgarian Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition. Held in 1892 for the first
time, it subsequently became known as the International Plovdiv Fair.
Nowadays, Plovdiv is a picturesque town with many parks and gardens, museums and archaeological monuments. Its appeal derives from its lovely old
town, largely restored to its mid-19th-century appearance. It is now packed
with atmospheric house museums and art galleries and – unlike many other
cities with ‘old towns’ – has eminent artists still living and working within its tranquil confines. The neighbourhood boasts with Thracian, Roman, Byzantine and
Bulgarian antiquities. The Roman amphitheatre - probably the best-preserved
one in the Balkans and still used for performances today, is considered one of
the most impressive ruins nowadays.

Fig 02 :: Plovdiv - view from Sahat Tepe towards the Tree
Hills (The Old Town). Photo credits - Zdravko Yonchev
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Fig 03 :: view from Sahat Tepe
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Fig 04 :: One of the most remarkable sights of the
town, the Ancient Theatre (a well-preserved Roman
theatre), is located on the three hills of the ancient Trimontium and is still used for open-air performances.
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Fig 05 :: Bulgaria
Fig 06 :: Plovdiv - setting and infrastructure
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Fig 07 :: pedestrian zones and squares
Fig 08 :: view towards Djumayata and the recently renovated Ancient Stadium of Philippopolis
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Fig 09 :: international fair area and situation of the hills
(tepee in Turkish means a small hill - around 250m).
Fig 10 :: Tobacco City - reach
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“All of us Providians must recognise the significance of this event for our city as
an opportunity, not only for us – its contemporaries, but for future generations. My
years of experience as the director of its oldest and largest cultural institution –
National Library “Ivan Vazov”, allowed me to actively participate in Plovdiv’s cultural
life. This is why I feel obligated to participate in the implementation of the cultural
programme, designed to help our city’s bid and lead to its recognition as European
Capital of Culture in 2019! I am confident that this will happen!‘‘[3]

PLOVDIV TO BE 2019 EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE
“No maina, no culture!”[24]
“Over the past 30 years, the European Capitals of Culture have grown into one of
the most ambitious cultural projects in Europe. And they have become one of the
best known and most appreciated activities of the European Union. The original
motivation of the project —started in 1985 on the initiative of the then Greek Minister of Culture Melina Mercouri is still very much valid: to bring citizens of the European Union (or the European Community, as it was then called) closer together. Being
a European Capital of Culture can also boost the long-term development of cities.
They often take this opportunity to regenerate themselves, improve their creative
and innovative potential, develop new and more sustainable forms of tourism and
raise their profile.“[4]
The focus on culture that the European Capitals of Culture bring also has an
impact on the selected cities in promoting a culture of participation among
organisations and institutions at local or regional level, across the range of sectors covered by the cultural and creative economy - from art to music, literature,
film, the media, design, architecture and games development. This has led to
some striking regeneration of cities and their surroundings in their cultural life,
and frequently to their vigour in other dimensions, from their image in the out side world and among their own citizens - to their infrastructure. Just as often,
it has also helped to forge new partnerships among the authorities responsible
for a city’s broader destiny. For instance, Glasgow is famous for having rejuvenated what was regarded a city in decay. More recently, Marseille - Provence
is one of the most frequently cited examples of this form of rebirth. The city
transformed itself physically with such additions the Musée des civilisations
de l’Europe et de la Méditerranée - the first national museum opened in France
outside the Paris region. It was one of the outcomes of a more than EUR 600
million investment in new cultural infrastructure, which was part of a larger, decades-long, multi-billion Euro development effort to revitalise the city. These are
some of the former, present and future Capitals of Culture:
1985 Athens, 1986 Florence, 1988 Berlin,1990 Glasgow, 1991 Dublin, 1993
Antwerp, 1995 Luxembourg, 1997 Thessaloniki, 1999 Weimar, , 2000 Krakow,
2001 Porto, 2001 Rotterdam, 2002 Salamanca, 2003 Graz, 2004 Lille, 2005
Cork, 2008 Liverpool, 2008 Stavanger, 2009 Vilnius, 2009 Linz, 2010 Essen
(and Ruhr), 2010 Istanbul, 2013 Maribor, 2015 Mons, 2016 Wroclaw.

Fig 11 :: Djumayata - Ancient Stadium of Philippopolis
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“The possibility of being European Capital of Culture set the government and the
citizens in a search of a better image and more tourists by investing in cultural
infrastructure. Three projects are as a key ones to the city until 2019 - Nebet
Tepe, The Central Square and The Episcopal Basilica. Important notice is that the
changes must occur without compromising archaeology. On top of Nebet Tepe lie
the remains of one of the first prehistoric settlements in Europe. It occurred 4000
B.C. and the hill was inhabited without interruption until now. Today tourists hardly
29

could recognize the value of the native ruins covered with graffiti and full of broken
bottles (see fig.14). But these are fragments of the citadel from the time of Philip II,
square tower and bastion. At the moment their remains are hardly telling about the
greatness of these works, but this is about to change with a project, for which the
local authorities still seek funding. The aim is to transform the hill in a green park with
a small museum of artefacts from archaeological excavations.
The ancient town square is still keeping its function, but in the years of socialism
Roman remains were buried under former party congress, the post office and
other giants built in the spirit of the time. In 2013 the Lisbon based studio FORA
(Fagulha, Oliveira, Ruivo Arquitectos) wins the International Competition organized
from Plovdiv’s administration. They impressed the jury with the idea of a “scene”

over the ruins.[3] Much of the current level of the square will be covered with metal
frame, lined with stone and wood. Under that, visitors will contemplate ancient
level reachable by ramps. Both structures will have a separate life, that shall allow
archaeologists continue working.” [2]

STRATEGY FOR CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 2014-2024
How existing cultural infrastructure can be preserved and enhanced?
Taking into account the available resources - how could be provided space
for the realization of innovative cultural projects?
How the rich cultural resources of the city can be fully activated and mobilized
for cooperation in the field of culture and in the overall public life?
The strategy for cultural development of the city for the period 2014-2024 was
developed by the consulting team of KULTUREXPERTEN / ACULTOS - Prof.
Dr. Oliver Scheytt and Dr. Patrick Föhl with the participation of representatives
from different cultural spheres in Plovdiv, based on a series of public hearings
and expert developments.
The vision of Plovdiv in 2024, set out in the document is recognized as a historical and cultural centre of the Balkans and attractive destination for cultural tourism. The city boasts a policy of sustainable balance between the rich historical
heritage and advanced modern stage - a model for successful interaction between contemporary and ancient layers. Plovdiv internationally recognizable as
the cultural capital of Bulgaria- a place that offers opportunities and spaces for
expression and creative dialogue. Cultural and educational activities are part
of a new thought-identity of Plovdiv citizens and natural solder element in the
overall multicultural and multi-religious background in the city. The development
of the city has a beneficial impact on the entire region, not only in terms of conservation and enhancement of heritage, but also as an incentive to boost the
processes in modern culture.
“There are not many people involved in the cultural institutions, because most
organizations are small. Most of the people employed in cultural activities are professionals. Volunteers are also important resource for the happening of planned
activities and in recent years a tendency to increase their interest to support the organization of cultural events in the city. Among the problems that emergent financial
resources to achieve the goals. A basic principle of funding of cultural institutions in
the market economy is project financing. One-third of organizations have won projects of the Municipality of Plovdiv and the share of those, which managed to obtain
European funding is very small. The potential of cultural and creative industries is
30
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Fig 12 :: Historical Museum Plovdiv - Exhibition Renaissance. Photo credits - Wikipedia.
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high, but it needs active financial support from the local authorities and cooperation
with the banking sector, regional employment agency and educational institutions.
Including more institutions in the development of development of the sector, can
guarantee stability and provide incentives for innovation and growth. If there are
partnerships with universities in the city that produce specialists in the sphere, the
potential for revival of cultural and creative industries and the creation of high added
value through innovation can be increased.“[4]
Plovdiv hosts a variety of nationally and internationally known cultural activities:
Autumn Salon of Arts, Crossroad Stage, Week of Contemporary Art, National
Autumn Exhibitions, Night of Museums and Galleries, Opera Festival Ancient
Theatre, The Golden Chest, Photographic meetings, Celebrations of the Old
Town. There are also some new festival forms as One Design Week and One
Architecture Week, attracting the attention of a wider audience, presenting the
potential of the city to deploy cultural events in even larger scale.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
“Communication is a major challenge for the cultural strategy of the city and not
only for the exchange of messages between the cultural field and public life, but
also for the presentation of the city in general, to complete and reinforce its identity. Communication concerns all levels of realization of cultural product by combining the available infrastructure,the resources of cultural institutions and figures,
the socio-psychological characteristics of the population with the pace and living
standard. Leading in this direction are information, interaction, cooperation and
partnership. Main priority is education and audience development.
The idea of inclusion refers both to the integration of the city and its cultural scene
in the contemporary European context and for the interest and participation of its
citizens in the process of forming this scene. Inclusion refers also to the multicultural and multi-religious identity of the city, established as a major source of local
communication.
The city seeks intensively to its cultural renewal through the recovery and revitalization of cultural monuments, hills, parks, by converting the problematic peripheral
areas, renovating existing spaces and creating new, by changing the people‘s
perception of places that they inhabit. Innovation is a key priority in the concepts
and practices of artistic space. It also includes the transfer of its variety and value
in digital format. Turning to new technologies and communications is driven by the
desire to use culture as an accelerating factor of creativity and expanding access
to the cultural process as a shared authoring and consumption.“[4]

PRIORITIES

Fig 13 :: Archaeological Complex Nebet Tepe - situated
on the hilltop plateau in the northern part of the three hills
(Trimontium). Photo credits - Zdravko Yonchev.
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“Cultural heritage and urban identity revealed many challenges and opportunities
that can be used in an integrated approach to conservation and adding value
to these cultural objects. Compatibility with environmental standards and natural
beauty of the city and the adaptation of the monuments to modern urban, technological and business models must be reinforced consistently, appropriately and
continuously. The term ‘integrated conservation’ in this strategy involves first citizens themselves. It is the basis of an approach that maintains a balance between
man and his environment as traditionally contributing to protecting the values of the
city and the ‘spirit of the place.’ It is they who give the sense of ‘the local’ as part of
the world that is experienced by its originality and turn into a competitive advantage
and an important aspect of the brand ‘Plovdiv’.
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“Culture and education. The city is a leading cultural and educational centre. Synchronization of policies between various institutions, schools, cultural operators and
audiences is still a challenge. This strategic priority is becoming a comprehensive
platform for cooperation not only in the transmission of knowledge and experience,
but also affects the links between cultural and scientific communities between artists and teachers, administration and audiences, media and innovators.
The sector of cultural industries and cultural tourism in Plovdiv is connected
mostly with the rich historical heritage and its conservation. On the other hand
in the field of contemporary art and culture in Plovdiv are the most outstanding
representatives of this type of industries nationwide, which is a prerequisite for
dynamism and modernization of the concept and the overall image of the city. A
serious problem of Plovdiv is its absence from the European cultural scene, and
thus its inability to become an attractive year-round centre for the creation and
consumption of cultural content.” [4]

SUMMARY :: PLOVDIV‘S ADVANTAGES ACCORDING TO SWOT
ANALYSIS
:: Plovdiv is the European city known for its ancient history and culture
:: cultural centre of the South Central Region and one of the biggest adminitration centres in the country
:: continually enriching identity and layered interweaving of cultures
:: Favourable geo-strategic location - the intersection of the main axes of
national and international road connecting Europe and Asia
:: beautiful natural landscape
:: The Old Town - a unique monument of Bulgarian Revival and model of
cultural and archaeological layering
:: long-standing traditions in all arts
:: extensive year-round cultural calendar
:: academic town with a high educational level of active population

SUMMARY :: PLOVDIV‘S DISADVANTAGES ACCORDING TO
SWOT ANALYSIS
:: influence of social, economic, cultural, political and demographic problems
related to the crisis and the transition
:: the city is unknown or little known on the international scene
:: there are only a limited number of national funding instruments for research,
preservation and socialization of cultural heritage
:: insufficient promotion of the city as an attractive tourist destination
:: inefficient mechanisms for balancing public and private interests in the
management of cultural heritage
:: unresolved issues of ownership and maintenance of buildings, including
some cultural monuments
:: limited modern architecture and design
:: objective and subjective barriers to the utilization of funds for cultural projects
:: lack of effective mechanisms for the selection, evaluation and display of the
cultural content considering available public and cultural spaces
:: limited socialization and access for people with special needs
:: pedestrian zones, bicycle lanes, areas for sports and recreation in poor
condition or inadequate for the scale of the city
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Fig 14 :: Archaeological Complex Nebet Tepe - view to
the north part of the town. At the front - „Roman cast
exposed concrete“. Photo credits - Zdravko Yonchev.
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plovdiv - as a paradigm

PLOVDIV
AS A PARADIGM
„The national policy of protecting
the historical heritage is reduced to
lack of such.. “[5]
„This city is what it is because
its citizens are what they are.“ [6]

In every Bulgarian city even in many villages today we can find abandoned architecture “monuments”. There are dozens of theatres only in Sofia and Plovdiv,
which disappeared without a trace or were rebuilt beyond recognition. These
summer cinemas and theatres, which were something very common, became
pretty rare and only in major cities. In the country there is a variety of abandoned
facilities - often great architecture examples of the past periods. Empty rituals
halls, youth unions (where there is everything else, but not young people), deserted parks and gardens, declared as unnecessary from the local authorities
and afterwards built up entirely legally from private firms, are just a few examples to describe the current situation. Whether in the city, at the seaside or high
in the mountains, we have wonderful pieces - maybe some of them really obsolete, but certainly not worthy of such a sad fate. We need somehow to raise
people’s awareness that we need a strategy to protect the cultural heritage in
Bulgaria, because such is currently missing.

Fig 15 :: a view over the city from Dzhendem Tepe
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A major problem for the preservation of cultural heritage in Bulgaria today is
the lack of public involvement in this activity, the lack of awareness of the role
of public opinion – the importance of the personal position of every citizen.
Society passively waits for the state to take care of their cultural values, but it
must be the opposite – society should actively seek this care. To a great extent
this behaviour is inherited from the totalitarian period when the political system
suppressed civil society and individual opinion. Personal position was meaningless, even dangerous for the individual. On the other hand in the same period power relied on cultural identity in their struggle against „the enemy“ in the
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West. Therefore, the government supported heritage conservation with legal
and financial measures. In practice, socialism has achieved effective protection
of the cultural heritage without the active participation of the public. However,
this formula does not work in the changed political and economic conditions
today. It turns out that government priorities are as far from the culture in general
as the preservation of heritage in particular. Hence, there is tremendous need
of critical public participation on this issue.

:: private owners waiting patiently the decay of buildings so they could invest
less in a new building. (see References - Sugar Factory)

Today’s common opinion that “The National Institute for Immovable Cultural
Heritage (NIICH) is not doing its job“ is wrong because this Institute is the result
of government policies rather the creator of such. In other words – the state
policy for the protection of cultural heritage is the policy of the Institute as well.
Before 1989, it was an influential and authoritative institution because there was
a clear policy protecting heritage (even if ideologically and politically impure) that
followed internationally recognized professional principles. Today, the guiding
principle of state policy for the protection of cultural heritage aims at absorption
of European funding. It might not be a bad principle on its own, but in Bulgaria
it is applied in a conflict with the world’s conservation principles resulting in
irretrievable loss of authentic and historical traditions. The National Institute for
Immovable Cultural Heritage is systematically crippled in the years after 1989
and was eventually places in a position from which it cannot protect the public
interest. Currently NIICH does not work as a state instrument for the protection
of cultural heritage. It was taken all possibilities for that. The whole system for
preservation of cultural heritage in Bulgaria collapsed and one can no longer
expect that the state will change it. Clearly, it is beneficial for those who have
power. NIICH cannot change government policy, it can only follow it. And that
is the way it should be. The situation/policy should and can be changed only
through the active involvement of the public.

CONCLUSION

:: the country agrees with the internationally accepted norms, but does not
apply them on its territory

Architects and investors do not have enough knowledge on the Bulgarian cultural
heritage, thus there are no experts in the state institutions that control the design
and construction of buildings. Most importantly, a lack of citizen interest in cultural
preservation issues could be observed. However, if the public does not have access to information on the cultural and documental heritage of Bulgaria, it could
never wish to preserve it.

SUMMARY :: SOME COMMON PROBLEMS
:: lack of public involvement- people‘s involvement ends by stepping out of
their home
:: gap between private and state interests
:: lack of active civil organizations that bring these problems near to common
people - they often don‘t have enough knowledge in terms of cultural conservation and preservation and when people don‘t know - they don‘t care.
:: such cultural sensitivity in terms of heritage is being build when the society
wants to become acquainted and get engaged, when it becomes aware of the
value of the authentic (begins to find value in the authentic) and understands
the preservation as a necessity.
:: at the present moment historical attraction is being preferred in front of cultural-historical value and authenticity. (For example residents of Nessebar signed
a petition wishing to get the city out of the UNESCO world heritage list. How
can the state has adequate preservation policy, when the its population is not
aware of the need of such placing tourist attraction before authenticity, free
construction regime instead of UNESCO?!? People now do not consider the
big picture but rather focus on the short-term profit by extensive building. Consequently, “small palaces” pop up in the middle of an architectural reserve.
:: tourist „pseudo-heritage“ attractions and building of new monuments (Skopje)
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plovdiv - as a paradigm

Fig 16-26 :: Some examples from recent years clearly
showing how cultural monuments are being treated.
Photo credits - Ivan Kolev.
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.CASE
STUDIES
ARCHITECTURE IN HISTORICAL CONTEXT
„Although a search for novelty is of great importance in the development of a discipline, too much concentration on novelty tends to lead to concepts that either
ultimately prove not to be new at all, that date very quickly or that turn out to be
misconceptions.“ [7]
It is quite a task to make the world fit to the way we want to live, especially if we
do not know how we want to live. To most people it would be something about
a loving partner, a good job and maybe children, but do we know how we really
want to live? [8]
“The city is the tissue that needs irrigation in order to keep the public attracted.” [9]

Fig 27 :: Photo credits - Edward Burtynsky manufactured landscapes

The current ‘building brief for the countries’ in Europe is not so much based on
urban growth and expansion, but rather consolidation and redevelopment of
the existing building stock. This means that the architect of today has a very
different task to the one he had in the previous century. In the last century,
architecture was based strongly on functionality: the perception of the required
spaces and the structural possibilities was based on an analysis of the expected future use, and the architecture was the result of this process. This is
how archetypes were developed for schools, hotels, residential buildings, etc.
In recent decades, another aspect has been gaining more attention. Design
briefs today start by asking what can be done with an existing building, such as
a run-down office, an old school, an abandoned factory or a redundant church.
Or they may involve finding a suitable place for a particular function in existing
cities. Matching supply (locations and buildings) and demand (function) has
become a field of expertise in itself. It is no longer taken for granted that the architect can provide added value to the renovation and transformation process.
It turns out that there are few ready-made solutions, however there are plenty
of opportunities there where architects are able to take an unconventional approach to program, space and design. Unexpected opportunities for functional
combinations and synergy and special, high quality urban spaces arise when
the existing urban landscape is redesigned and reprogrammed. The trans43

formed buildings continue to reflect what they were, but their new functions
are concealed. For example, Mosques are created in old school buildings and
huge defunct factories seem to be able to house half of a city’s inhabitants. It
is striking that the architecture publications of recent years contain more and
more reuse, redevelopment and restoration projects. More than ever before,
the architectural design briefs of today focus on the redesign of and interventions in historic buildings. Indeed, the building brief has in effect become a
rebuilding brief.

the first move is being made from the context and the targeted building(s).
Redevelopment almost always implies that the designer leaves certain parts
of a space untouched - the art of heritage preservation is literally based in part
on doing nothing. Of course, new meaning and social relevance can only be
created if there is also space to enhance, renew and make new connections.
The transformation of old buildings and other heritage sites is the order of the
day, and in fact, cultural historians are joining the discussion on how to define
heritage renewal within the bounds of context and location. “Preserving the old”
versus “designing the new” is being replaced by an integrated approach where
old and new together result in a new quality and experience.

ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT
The design brief for existing buildings and cities requires architects with specific
skills and talents. The most important are - knowledge and expertise, creativity, social skills and the ability to “serve the context”. Knowledge is part of the
craftsmanship that is indispensable to be able to build sustainably in an existing
context, by taking a smart approach to building techniques, building systems
and building rules. Knowledge of the latest building installations is important,
but also the skills of the craftsman and the attention to detail. Analyse and
understanding of the existing city and its buildings are required - not based on
preconceived ideas or superficial observations, but building on a real understanding of the aspirations, potentials and limitations that led to the creation of
the spaces concerned. Creativity is indispensable in design. It is needed to
give outdated spaces a boost, to translate potentials into actual quality and to
bring out the best of the combination of old and new. Finally, the architect has
to be able to “serve the context”. This means that the architect tries to find the
right balance between the historical, spatial and social context. The designer
needs to have a sense of the qualities and meanings that are already there - the
identity and soul of a space, that hopefully would be reflected in an architectural intervention. The ability to serve the context in the architectural sense is
revealed in the design itself, but also in the design process - being open to the
creative suggestions. It is a misconception that the redevelopment of cultural
heritage automatically leads to historical or retro designs. On the other hand,
the idea that adding contrast is always the right solution, as with the already
re-designed with glass tobacco warehouses (Fig 16-26), is nonsense too. It
all comes down to what the space itself requires - reconstruction, simulation,
contrast, continuity or layered hybrid solutions (such as traditional composition
using contemporary materials), or the use of local building materials. It is the
task of the architect to define his position on the basis of an open-minded
vision of the space. A city centre, that may have arisen over many centuries,
with major differences between the buildings requires different architectural interventions than an industrial zone, residential district or rural area. A small addition to an already complete composition will generally have less impact than
new-build projects intended to bring harmony to a fragmented district, or new
construction in a highly diverse region. The analysis of the city and its buildings
is fundamental to making the right design choices. The challenge here is to be
able to describe the essential cultural values of a space.
“When designing for a heritage site or historic environment, it is important to be able
to explain what the consequences of the intervention are for the existing space and
why certain choices have been made. Will a historic building survive this intervention? Will the heritage value be overwhelmed or concealed by the new addition?
And another question - has every opportunity been taken to increase quality or
make connections, for example with the environment?” [9]
The right solution that the historical context requires can be found by examining the existing qualities and describing the essential characteristics of the
site, and then creating the design on the basis of these qualities - practically,
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DESIGNING IN A HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The current building and rebuilding brief, with its countless historical contexts,
poses many challenges to the designers. Sometimes it will be something old
that needs to be made suitable for modern use, sometimes it will require interventions or additions to existing structures, sometimes a completely new
development is planned, which is to incorporate existing components. And
sometimes the brief is to design a completely new development in an old part
of a town, with its own character and spatial logic. A look at some of the recent
redesign projects reveals a variety of solutions that lean on some similar guiding
principles. The approach to the redesign task is really a choice between:

-- CASE 1 - RESTORING THE FORMER GLORY (preserving) of the space
-- CASE 2 - PRESERVING BY DESIGN: the architectonic design using all the
tricks (modification/intervention) for combining old and new
-- CASE 3 - DESIGN WITHOUT A DESIGN - which focuses on the programme
and integration

CASE 1: RETURNING TO FORMER GLORY
The history of heritage conservation is full of interventions where scientific or
creative methods were used to return a historic building or old town to its former glory – or in any case this was the intention of the design. This was strongly
noticeable in the devastated city centres after the war, some of which were
rigorously modernised (Rotterdam) while in others an attempt was made to restore the historic structure (Warsaw). Hundreds of historic buildings destroyed
during the 20th century were restored, such as the Frauenkirche in Dresden
and the Cathedral of Christ the Saviour in Moscow. It is a misconception that
only old heritage buildings are rebuilt. In fact, heritage buildings with modern architecture dating from the previous century are among the most re-constructable heritage. For example the reconstruction of the Barcelona Pavilion.
Today, the hunger for identity and familiarity is so great that sometimes a history
that never actually took place is re-enacted in new design - tabula-rasa history.
It illustrates the degree to which heritage buildings and history itself have become makeable. This is illustrated by some forms of retro building in the historic
towns and is even more apparent in a number of recent urban expansions that
have a simulated or stylised historic facade. Restoration and redesign projects
often also involve a conscious or unconscious choice between the architectural appearance on the one hand (preservation) and the technical (modernisation) and functional (transformation) design on the other. Then the famous modernist slogan “form follows function” could be sometimes changed to “function

Fig 28 :: unknown author
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follows form”. However this is only partly the case, because form and function
are developed in relation to each other, while in the meantime function has
been attributed its own unique dynamic. There are plenty of examples where
façades have been restored to their authentic state while the interior has been
completely redesigned for a new purpose.

CASE 2: PRESERVING BY DESIGN
“The discipline of Modification is of technical origin and continues the development
of classical restoration work. It concerns the study of the ‘bricks and mortar’ of the
building in question – or in more recent times, of the concrete and steel structures
at the core of a modern building. The authenticity of the building, depending largely
on the choice of materials and colours, the method of construction and the detailing, is at stake here. This discipline gives students an invaluable introduction to the
architectonic effect of materials and colours, and – another important issue – their
aging. I sometimes think that some of our historic buildings are surrounded with
too much attention. Some churches are completely re-pointed, for example. In the
Netherlands the need for such an approach is steadily diminishing, however, since
the entire country has already been entirely restored: the remaining work is just a
pinprick here and there. Moreover, this is an illustration of our incapacity to accept
an aging world: our profession too is not immune to that all-pervasive ‘forever
young’ feeling..
The core task in the field of Intervention is the exploration of the possibilities of
making old buildings fit for new uses. Here research and design go hand in hand.
A method that lends itself very specifically to use in this domain is that of ‘learning
by design’ ... The use of space in a building is one of the key considerations for
an architect. This is one of the points where the architect differs from the building
historian, whose main concern is with determining the value of a building from a
cultural-history perspective. An architect may see unsuspected possibilities for new
use of space in old buildings, which can lead to stratification of buildings very similar
to the stratification of cities. This more imaginative approach can sometimes conflict
with the more evaluative attitude of the heritage specialist. .. how far can we allow
ourselves to go with intervention or must there be more emphasis on maintenance
or reconstruction?” [10]
The history of interventions reveals that periods of historical falsification are followed by periods of purist restorations, where heritage buildings are repaired,
but no additions to the historic character are permitted. In response to the
rapidly multiplying reconstructions of the late 19th century and following the
devastation caused by the First and Second World Wars, a conclusion has
been made - namely that the existing heritage had to be carefully conserved,
but that the changes and additions made to these buildings had to be done
‘openly and honestly’, so that they would be clearly visible as new additions,
rather than faked history. This approach led to many misunderstandings in architecture, particularly in the second half of the 20th century, for example the
idea that contrast is the only way to build in a historical context. This was based
on the perceived existence of a gap between the architecture of the past and
the present that could only be bridged by the use of strong contrast. This resulted arrogant solutions (in structural sense) and the disappearance of location
specific designs. Although the historic building fabric (all the physical features
of the building that were still present) may have been perfectly preserved and
conserved, the question remains whether such authentic heritage buildings still
retain any liveability and potential. Architects have since been digging deeply
into history, and this is reflected in designs that take account of the context,
where the entire spectrum of techniques - from simulation and reconstruction
to symbiosis and contrast - has become available.

The increased attention for location, place, tradition and identity is reflected in
the creative ways in which designers try to find harmony with the existing architecture, by following architectural proportions, mirroring architectural features or
continuing in the same architectural style. Old and new are ‘in a dialogue’, they
merge together into something new. Some designers go to great lengths to
become one with a space, to completely redesign a building while at the same
time ensuring that its history and heritage remain omnipresent. The Neues Museum in Berlin by David Chipperfield is contrast and symbiosis combined. (Fig
29-36) The intervention involved the completion and restoration of a museum
that was shot to bits during the war. The new building is undeniably new, but
at the same time clearly entirely inspired by the old. The building has been
completed, but not restored. It forms a whole, but tells three different stories
- a story of a historic building, a story of destruction and a story of a new age.
The redesign brief was not to preserve the existing situation and some spaces
were completely restored or reconstructed, others were left untouched. The
result is a sequence of different atmospheres, some created by design and
some by history, in which the museum’s exhibits - ancient Egyptian art - fit
amazingly well. As mentioned above ‘preserving the old’ versus ‘designing the
new’ is being replaced by an integrated approach where old and new together
result in a new quality.

CASE 3: REDESIGN WITHOUT A DESIGN
“THE SILENT APPROACH” [9]
Whether it comes from the lack of money or from the trend towards purity and
authenticity - fact is that there have been many high-profile projects in the past
few years that have had very little to do with design in the architectonic sense
of the word. For example Piet-Hein Eek was able to conclude that the dilapidated ceramics factory on Strijp R was beautiful enough to accommodate his
workshop and showroom. His approach to the factory is the same as his approach to his scrap wood furniture - even imperfect products can be beautiful
and satisfy our sense of aesthetics and functionality. This does not entail that
redesign is little more than doing a few minor repairs and then you can move in.
Even though the budget is limited and the interventions are small, the design is
essential for giving the building a ‘wake-up call’ or setting processes in motion
that will eventually see an old building discovered, opened up and redeveloped
by a new group of inhabitants or users. Redesign in this sense becomes more
and more a process of minor changes, with major consequences for the usability or visual appearance of a building.
Following pages are meant to dress in pictures the words above, while giving
example for all three redesign cases. They include six reference projects - three
of which illustrate the European, one Australian know-how and to conclude two
more from Bulgaria - one to illustrate how we sometimes can do the things
right. That is Betahaus - one of the first coworking spaces in Sofia - housed by
the ex-telephone management office. But sometimes and still often we miss
our chance - ‘don’t know how’ as it happened with the industrial complex Sugar Factory, which potential was literally looted during the last eight-nine
years. It was topic for a lot some discussions and a lot or master thesis, but as
you will see later we are talking about unsaveable scenario.

Fig 29-36 ::
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DONMAR
DRYDEN STREET
HAWORTH TOMPKINS
“The Dryden St project has been a joint exercise in wringing the maximum creative
potential from an ordinary London building on a tight budget. Working with Josie Rourke
and her team has been great fun and, once again, our ongoing collaboration with artist
Antoni Malinowski is central to the design.” [11]
“Dryden Street has had an immediate, transforming effect on the life of the Donmar. The
warm, adventurous and pragmatic spirit of the building has changed our working lives.
There is a generous and familial spirit to the rooms, and the building is a great invitation
to creativity and communication. Everyone goes into work that bit happier, and artists
working in the building have - in our first month - been overjoyed with the atmosphere.”
[12]

“The Donmar Warehouse is a leading producing theatre company located in London’s Covent Garden. Having acquired a small 19th Century
warehouse building in nearby Dryden Street, the theatre asked Haworth
Tompkins to convert it for rehearsal, education and support facilities. The
challenge was to design a convivial and creative professional working environment within the constraints of a limited budget and a tightly enclosed
site. By removing existing floors, extending the roof space and re-planning the circulation routes, the new facility yields a double height rehearsal
room of a similar size to the main Donmar stage, a street fronting green
room, administration offices, a large education studio in the roof rafters
and a new attic apartment for visiting artists.

Fig 37 :: small 19th Century warehouse building converted
into theatre and working areas. Photo credits - Philip Vile.
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Stripped back and partially demolished walls and ceilings have been left
raw as a suitably theatrical backdrop to the Donmar’s working life, with a
new polychromatic staircase, hand painted by Haworth Tompkins’ regular
collaborating artist Antoni Malinowski, as the warm heart of the building.
Scenographer and production designer Lucy Osborne has collaborated
closely on finishing and furnishings, reinforcing the collective sense of a
theatre production as much as a construction project. As for many of
Haworth Tompkins’ creative working spaces in existing buildings, the personality of the historic architecture has been allowed to set the tone, with
a provisional, loose-fit language of new additions setting up a fluid, adaptable relationship of new and old. Materials added have been simple and
straightforward - whitewashed plywood, painted timber beams and wall
coverings, waxed mild steel - to complement the richly patinated texture of
the found surfaces. The aim is very much for a benign occupation rather
than an obliteration of the original fabric.”
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Fig 38-41 :: Floor plans - Archidaily.
Fig 42-53 :: Photo credits - Philip Vile.
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CARRIAGEWORKS
TONKIN ZULAIKHA GREER
“CarriageWorks is a new centre for physical theatre and contemporary dance within the Eveleigh Railway Workshops precinct in Sydney’s Redfern. The project is
the result of nearly $50 million of investment by Arts NSW, the body responsible
for managing the state government’s cultural investment portfolio. Government investment on the site began in the late 1870s, and over the next ten years an
impressive array of industrial buildings were erected. Many of these remained in
use until 1988, when the production of rolling stock was privatized. Beyond the
returns of 100 years of production, the workshops were a major employer and
played a significant part in the development of the surrounding suburbs. As such
the government’s fiscal outlay influenced the evolution of local culture.
Depending on our socioeconomic background, the words “investment” and “culture” may bring to mind a range of different ideas and ideals. An important link between the two terms is the premise that an essential undertaking of a developed,
civilized society is investment in cultural infrastructure. Capital works projects such
as Queensland’s GoMA, Melbourne’s Federation Square and Sydney’s Opera
House are testament to this ideal. In the financial arena, the higher the investment
risk, the higher the return. Risk may be seen in a similar way in the performing arts.
Experimental theatre is not for all, it can be challenging and confronting, it is the risky
end of the performing arts spectrum, yet it generates culturally rich returns.
The new centre occupies part of the former Carriage Workshop. The workshop
is a fabulous example of late Victorian industrial architecture, considered to be of
exception heritage value by the NSW Heritage Office.
Beyond the ornate brickwork, elegant cast-iron columns and slender steel trusses,
the significance of the building lay in its spatial qualities – vast, cathedral-like spaces
that whispered of a bygone era. The embedded history of the space was seen to
be as important as the fabric itself. History plays an important role in the ongoing
development of a culture. The built environment is one means by which we can
read the past, while new architecture and the reworking of existing building stock
allows future generations to read a society’s vision of the future. The future in turn
becomes the past, and so the cycle repeats.

Fig 54 :: Photo credits - Vin Rathod
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Interwoven within and occasionally bursting through the existing building fabric are
a series of gusty new interventions by Tonkin Zulaikha Greer (TZG). The work is a
continuation of the raw and inventive approach to adaptive reuse evident in earlier
projects such as the Powerhouse Regional Arts Centre in Casula and Hyde Park
Barracks Museum. The programme comprises two flexible theatre spaces (800
53

Fig 55-56 :: before and after - Photo credits - J Taylor-Ziane
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seats and 300 seats respectively), rehearsal spaces, training rooms, offices and
large scenery workshops. It will be home to a number of companies, including
Performance Space, Marrugeku, Stalker, Theatre Kantanka and Erth.
Sitting one level below the street, the workshop building was dislocated from its
urban context, with no public address. A new plaza has been created at the upper
level, housing a major signage structure composed of concrete blades and recycled roof trusses. The structure terminates the view along Codrington Street and
signifies entry into the precinct. Beyond this space, the external form of the main
theatre reads as an undulating lantern, slicing through the rhythmic pitched roofs of
the workshop structure. It was the subject of heated debate among the numerous
committees involved in the approval process. Various opinions were espoused
on its form and whether modifications to the envelope should be permitted at all.
According to TZG project director Tim Greer, one of the most important goals for
the project was to maintain and stabilize the existing fabric for future generations.
In addition to the roof debate, there was significant pressure to retain the internal
open space intact. The decision to occupy the space with such an ambitious
programme meant the end of a spatial era, and heralded the beginning of a new
one. Reuse in any form guaranteed the future of this industrial relic, albeit in an
altered state. Greer cites an admittedly unusual quote from soul singer Bill Withers
when taking about preservation of the structure, “I want to spread the news that if
it feels this good gettin’ used, just keep on usin’ me until you use me up.” In other
words, if occupation results in modification instead of devastation through neglect,
then so be it.
Entry into the complex itself is via an original opening through which countless
thousands of carriages once passed. Now glazed and embellished with bold interpretative graphics, it denotes a new threshold to a new era of occupation.
The generous foyer space reveals a key strategic approach to the project. Five
rectilinear concrete containers are arranged parallel to the dominant rhythm of the
existing structural grid.
They read as objects in space as if they were “made” in the factory that now
houses them. All bar one sit under the existing roof. In an apparent gesture to the
new, the old roof opens up to allow the largest of the performance spaces to pass
through. The space between allows natural light deep into the plan and aids in
passive ventilation through a stack effect. Where original fabric has been removed
to make way for new work it has been relocated and reused. Columns from one
bay now support a mezzanine within the main auditorium and a series of roof trusses for a playful structure that denotes entry to the entire precinct.
The rawness of the new structures echoes the industrial qualities of the 1880s
fabric. The concrete containers were initially conceived with patterned surfaces,
however, the final unadorned off-form concrete surfaces seem more successful.
They allow the rich pattern (the existing cast-iron columns are quite ornate) and
patina of the original to take precedence over the new. While these material qualities have their own inherent value as a means of reading the evolution of the place,
it is the in-between spaces that are the most exciting. Here a more intimate and
tactile interaction with the various layers of building fabric is possible in spaces that
facilitate accidental meeting. The top-lit corridors that surround the main theatre are
particularly dramatic. Internally, the theatres and rehearsal areas are as tough as
the exterior. Each is planned around a grid of rigging structures that allow rehearsal
spaces to mimic the performance venues in a variety of configurations.
CarriageWorks is a vital piece of cultural infrastructure where nearly anything can
happen. To date it has hosted local and international dance performances as well
as a raucous album launch by Silverchair and the chucking of 300 dozen oysters
as part of an installation by Sydney artists Claire Healy and Sean Cordeiro. More
importantly, it is paying dividends for its investors – culturally speaking, of course.” [13]
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Fig 57 :: Photo credits - Vin Rathod
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Fig 58-60 :: Photo credits - Vin Rathod
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Fig 61:: Photo credits - Vin Rathod
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Fig 61:: Photo credits - strobed.com.au
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EVERYMAN
THEATRE
HAWORTH TOMPKINS
“Much of Haworth Tompkins’ most celebrated works have carefully inserted new into old,” he
says, which create “an organic architectural response that fits as effortlessly as a velvet glove.
The trick with the Everyman and the key to its and its architect’s success was their ability to
upgrade this principle from an architectural scale to an urban one.” [14]
“Sheer skill and conviction” [15]

“The Liverpool Everyman is a new theatre, won in open European competition,
for an internationally regarded producing company. The scope of work includes a
400 seat adaptable auditorium, a smaller performance and development space,
a large rehearsal room, public foyers, exhibition spaces, catering and bar facilities,
along with supporting offices, workshops and ancillary spaces. The entire façade
is a large, collaborative work of public art. The design combines thermally massive
construction with a series of natural ventilation systems and low energy technical
infrastructures to achieve a BREEAM Excellent rating for this complex and densely
inhabited urban building.

Fig 62 :: The new as a public building in historical
context. Photo credits - Philip Vile.
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The Everyman holds an important place in Liverpool culture. The original theatre,
converted from the 19th century Hope Hall chapel, had served the city well as a
centre of creativity, conviviality and dissent (often centred in its subterranean Bistro)
but by the new millennium the building was in need of complete replacement
to serve a rapidly expanding production and participation programme. Haworth
Tompkins’ brief was to design a technically advanced and highly adaptable new
theatre that would retain the friendly, demotic accessibility of the old building, project the organisation’s values of cultural inclusion, community engagement and lo-
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cal creativity, and encapsulate the collective identity of the people of Liverpool. The
new building occupies the same sensitive, historic city centre site in Hope Street,
immediately adjacent to Liverpool’s Catholic cathedral and surrounded by 18th and
19th century listed buildings, so a balance of sensitivity and announcement in the
external public realm was a significant design criterion. Another central aspect of
the brief was to design an urban public building with exceptional energy efficiency
both in construction and in use.
The building makes use of the complex and constrained site geometry by arranging the public spaces around a series of half levels, establishing a continuous
winding promenade from street to auditorium. Foyers and catering spaces are
arranged on three levels including a new Bistro, culminating in a long piano noble
foyer overlooking the street. The auditorium is an adaptable thrust stage space of
400 seats, constructed from the reclaimed bricks of Hope Hall and manifesting
itself as the internal walls of the foyers. The building incorporates numerous creative
workspaces, with a rehearsal room, workshops, a sound studio, a Writers’ Room
overlooking the foyer, and EV1 - a special studio dedicated to the Young Everyman
Playhouse education and community groups. A diverse disability group has monitored the design from the outset.
Externally, local red brick was selected for the walls and four large ventilation stacks,
giving the building a distinct silhouette and meshing it into the surrounding architecture. The main west facing façade of the building is as a large-scale public work of
art consisting of 105 moveable metal sunshades, each one carrying a life-sized,
water-cut portrait of a contemporary Liverpool resident. Working with Liverpool
photographer Dan Kenyon, the project engaged every section of the city’s community in a series of public events, so that the completed building can be read as a
collective family snapshot of the population in all its diversity. Typographer and artist
Jake Tilson created a special font for a new version of the iconic red ‘Everyman’
sign, whilst regular collaborating visual artist Antoni Malinowski made a large painted ceiling piece for the foyer, to complement an internal palette of brickwork, black
steel, oak, reclaimed Iroko, deeply coloured plywood and pale in site concrete.
The Everyman has been conceived from the outset as an exemplar of sustainable
good practice. An earlier feasibility study had included a much larger and more
expensive building on a new site, but Haworth Tompkins argued for the importance
of continuity and compactness on the original site. Carefully dismantling the existing
structure, all the nineteenth century bricks were salvaged for reuse as the shell
of the new auditorium and recycled the timbers of the roof structure. By making
efficient use of the site footprint Haworth Tompkins avoided the need to acquire a
bigger site and demolish more adjoining buildings. Together with the client team
they distilled the space brief into its densest and most adaptable form.
Having minimised the space and material requirement of the project, the fabric was
designed to achieve a BREEAM Excellent rating, unusual for an urban theatre building. Natural ventilation for the main performance and workspaces is achieved via
large roof vents and underfloor intake plenums, using thermal mass for pre-cooling, and the foyers are vented via opening screens and a large light well. The fully
exposed concrete structure (with a high percentage of cement replacement) and
reclaimed brickwork walls provide excellent thermal mass, while the orientation and
fenestration design optimize solar response - the entire west façade is designed as
a large screen of moveable sunshades. Offices and ancillary spaces are ventilated
via opening windows.
The building has taken almost a decade of intensive teamwork to conceive,
achieve consensus, fund-raise, design and build, and the design will ensure a long
future life of enjoyment by a diverse population of artists, audiences and staff.” [16]
Fig 63-66 ::
Fig 67-75 ::
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FACTORY
LIFE
JULIE D’AUBIOUL
CONCEPT
“The building envelope ≠ the insulation envelope: the interspace between these
two shells is ‘covered outdoor’ space. The interspace allows/obliges inhabitants
to use the space differently each season In summer and spring the interspace is
occupied as living space (covered from rain) and in winter there’s only the ‘cocoon’
that needs to be heated. The covered outdoor space also allows a flexible use in
time which is a way of sustainable living / building Units can be added, removed or
repositioned to create a different constellation and use of space.”

CHALLENGES

Fig 76 :: Factory Life - a temporary space in space concept
preserving the old building and in the same time solving
some insulation problems. Photo credits - Julie D’Aubioul.
Fig 77 :: Floor plan - Archidaily.
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“The covered outdoor space allows the use of materials and building details in
a way that wouldn’t be possible outdoors in all weather conditions. In a ‘normal’
building the façade and roof must protect inside space from precipitation and at
the same time insulate outdoor versus indoor. This implies a certain way of detailing
the construction. In the case of working in this covered space this is not the case,
which makes construction details very interesting and unconventional. We divided
the factory of 800 m2 in two parts:
- one side is where we construct our house.
- the other side is workshop.
67

It is inside the workshop that we made the living units as a temporary living space
meanwhile we are building our final house. The idea was to make a liveable space
but meanwhile not having to determinate to much and narrowing our possibilities
for any future use of the workshop. The light in the mobile units comes through the
polycarbonate plates on the top. There are no windows in the walls so that when
you close the door of the unit you appear to be in a cocoon. Possibly not inside the
factory… (This was a psychological advantage because when you worked all day
on the final house you want to relax without having to see it all the time…) On the
contrary office that I made in the workshop is definite and very open. Possibly I will
make some additions to it in the future inside the workshop when my architecture
office expands.”

INHABITANTS CREATE OPPORTUNITIES
“My boyfriend and I are the inhabitants. His specific demand for a workshop (to
work on motorbikes, cars, etc. as a secondary activity) and my request for an architecture office space have been determinative in our search for a premises. We
are both very interested in (old) industrial architecture. Our choice of constructing
our final house ourselves (long term and phased project) resulted in the fact that we
needed a temporary house. At the end of 2011, my office was the first thing that
we added to the building. In May 2012 we moved to the temporary house. The
roofs and exterior walls were (some still are) in really bad shape when we bought
the building. The walls have a lot of ‘rising humidity’ and some were almost falling
apart. That is a reason why we chose to make living units that stand alone, loose /
independently from the exterior walls and roof. This way the exterior walls become
‘garden walls’ and the newly added spaces can have the comfort/convenience of
a new modern space. This allows us to phase the execution of the whole project.”

DISCOVERY
“In 2010 we were able to buy the building and the lot at the value of the patch.
In the eyes of the seller/ previous owner the building did not have any value. He
even didn’t want to show us the inside because he thought it wasn’t relevant. It had
to be demolished anyway!
My boyfriend an I immediately fell in love with the cast iron columns and the shed
roofs with their northern roof lights. The building dates from 1880 and was the oldest building that made part of a textile factory that employed about 2000 people.
Nowadays a lot of beautiful other buildings of the factory are demolished. It was
already clear to us, the first time we visited the space, that we would work with the
existing space and characteristics.”

MATERIALS
“Witness of the rich history of the building are the many inscriptions of names and
dates that we encountered on the columns, trusses and beams. That is one of
the reasons we didn’t want to sand-blast the whole interior and give it a new layer
of paint. I think the building should be liveable and adapted to modern comfort
standards but also show it’s true age and patina. The contrast between the new
additions and old patina is very interesting. To construct my office space I used
KERTO-beams. This is a Scandinavian product, related to plywood, that is used
as an alternative for wooden beams for example in a wooden floor. I used them
in a rather unconventional way as a sequence of inverted U-shaped frames. In
between them are bookshelves of Polish deal plywood and insulating glass panes
Seeing the KERTO’s on the head they seem really thin. Seeing them on the side,
they have a certain mass. I like the different perception from a different angle. The
construction detail of the KERTO’s in combination with the ‘cold posted’ (siliconed)
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glass panes would never be possible / durable in an exterior environment. This is
an example of a very specific construction detail for this (sheltered) environment.
On one side of the office space I used ‘hammered’ (ribbed) glass panes. This is
a reference to the type of glass panes of the existing roof lights. They admit light
but make a visual barrier between my part of the workshop and the part of my
boyfriend.”

SUSTAINABILITY
“The starting point of the project, the reuse of an old building, is a form of sustainable thinking. Every addition to this existing building can be removed in the future,
leaving the existing building and structure unharmed. Leaving certain spaces open
and undefined allows us to adapt the building to functional changes and future
ideas. All the wood that we used for the new additions is FSC-labeled.”

COLLABORATION
“I like the fact that the practical side of building had a repercussion on the form and
size of things. We also did a lot of construction ourselves, which has practical consequences. My boyfriend and I built the temporary mobile living units ourselves in
two weekends. I designed them as a very basic, simple construction (on wheels!)
that was easy and quickly to build. I opted to design these units using the standard
measurements of an OSB-fiberboard. The advantage of doing so was that we
didn’t have to saw the plates and didn’t have any wood waste. We made the walls
flat on the ground and then erected them and fastened them to the wooden floor
on wheels. It like making a house of playing cards. The total size of the units is also
determined by the distance of the cast iron pillars in the workshop. It fits perfectly
in between them so we can relocate the units any time we want. As in any other
architecture project the construction details of my office space are the result of
several consultations with the contractor and many practical considerations. The
glass panes couldn’t be much larger then the ones on the front of the office space
because the contractor had to carry them inside by hand.”

LESSON LEARNED
“I try to imply the ‘big idea’ (of an intermediate space between inside and outside) in
all of my projects as an architect, although I don’t always have the square meters
(or surface) to do so in the way that we did here. I’m convinced that an intermediate
space between inside and outside can be a very valuable addition to a ‘traditional’
house, even in a Belgian (rainy) climate! This is already the case with a lot of Flemish houses and their typical ‘verandas’, although I’m convinced that there can be
a more valuable solution than this. For example architects Lacaton & Vassal use
this idea of intermediate space between inside and outside to create very relevant
architecture that focuses on the use of a house according to the seasons.” [17]

Fig 78-88:: - Factory Life - a variety of interior
solutions according to the function. Photo credits - Julie D’Aubioul
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BETAHAUS
SOFIA
DontDIY STUDIO
Q: What is betahaus?
A: betahaus is a coworking space. Providing desk space designed and equipped
for freelancers, entrepreneurs and small businesses in the creative sector, we are
much more affordable than conventional offices because you only pay for the days
you actually use the desk. The space is a part of an international network with hubs
in Berlin, Hamburg, Cologne, Barcelona and soon in Zurich and Lisbon.
Q: What is coworking?
A: Coworking is an emerging trend for a new pattern for working. Typically workat-home professionals or independent contractors or people who travel frequently
end up working in relative isolation. Coworking is the social gathering of a group of
people, who are still working independently, but who share values and who are interested in the synergy that can happen from working with talented people in the same
space. Some coworking spaces were developed by nomadic internet entrepreneurs
seeking an alternative to working in coffee shops and cafés, or to isolation in independent or home offices. Business accelerators, business incubators and executive
suites do not seem to fit into the coworking model, because they often miss the social, collaborative, and informal aspects of the process, with management practices
closer to that of a Cooperative, including a focus on community rather than profit.
Q: What kind of people work at betahaus?
A: All kinds of people work at betahaus – from journalists, photographers, translators,
graphic designers, designers, programmers, architects, artists, non-governmental
organisations and clubs to startups and small companies – a creative mix, for sure.

Fig 89 :: Photo credits - Alexander Kitov
Fig 90-97 :: Betahaus Sofia
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Q: Why choosing betahaus?
A: The primary advantages of choosing betahaus instead of a own, home office or
café, are the availability of basic office resources, services and materials included in
the membership tax, the sharing of knowledge, skills and contacts with new people
and of course, the best coffee in town. Not to mention the chances of finding new
partners and projects, or visiting the events you don’t want to miss.
Q: Why the name ‘betahaus’?
A: To express our idea of a new workplace, we first came up with terms from the
area of software development, such as “beta version” or “beta phase”. They best
describe the way we’d like to design and develop the betahaus: as an open-ended
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process. We constantly develop the concept further with our users. This is the
only possible way, as this kind of space is based on a completely new concept. At the same time we are convinced that the presence of each new user
enriches the betahaus. „Perpetual beta”: the betahaus is never really complete,
but keeps on evolving. During our research, we stumbled across the history
of the Greek letter „betha”. Its predecessor originates from Aramaic, and describes the symbol of a rectangular floor plan of a yard or house with an open
door. Finally the word „betahaus” was created from this symbol: a real place in
the digital world; a fixed point and physical home for creative professionals and
other “digital Bohemians”.
Q: Are the acoustics good?
A: The betahaus operates similarly to a library: everyone knows to keep the
noise down in the working area. For chats and conversations, people go to
the café. Apart from that, there is 1 meeting room available for extended discussions and meetings. Partitions, shelves and plants facilitate soft acoustics.
Q: Is a conference room available?
A: Yes, there are two conference rooms available. Each and can hold 8 to 12
people. The conference rooms are already equipped with a whiteboard, projector and flip chart. For larger groups (up to 150 people), and for events like
lectures or panel discussions, you can rent the event space or the cafe.
Q: Are printers, scanners, etc. available?
A: We have a printer and copier on the second floor, which all members are
allowed to use.
Q: Are there financial and legal services provided at betahaus?
A: Yes, each month we provide group accounting, financial and legal consultancies for betahaus members.
Q: Can I safely store my valuables at betahaus?
A: Yes, lockers are available.
Q: Is smoking allowed at betahaus?
A: betahaus is a non-smoking environment. You can smoke outside of the
building.
Q: Can I just give it a try?
A: Yes, a one day “test drive” is provided for those who are still uncertain whether the betahaus environment would suit them.
Q: Can I bring clients with me to betahaus?
A: Certainly. We have two meeting rooms and a café where you could meet.
Q: Can I also work at night or during the weekend?
A: If you sign up for the additional package you can work at night at betahaus.
Q: Can I make phone calls at betahaus in peace and quiet?
A: There are various possibilities for making phone calls at betahaus without
being interrupted. For the extra important phone call, we provide a telephone
room.
Q: What are the contract terms (incl. ceasing contract)?
A: The contracts are termless except the long term ones, as well as the TEAM
ROOM ones which require a two month notice of leave.[18]
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THE
SUGAR FACTORY
RENEWAL vs. NEW
Model for a problem existing in every major city in Bulgaria.
There is a urgent need for a precedent.
„One of main drives of behaviour change is knowledge!“ [19]

Situated only four kilometers out of Sofia’s city limits in a neighbourhood that
now carries its name, the Sugar Factory was officially opened on 28 November 1898 in the presence of Bulgarian monarch Prince Ferdinand I. The main
shareholder in the company was the Solvay group under Belgian chemist Ernest Solvay. The Sucreries Raffineries Bulgares was the largest industrial enterprise in the Principality of Bulgaria at the time.

Fig 98 :: The Sugar Factory in Sofia as a model for a
problem existing in every major city in Bulgaria. Photo
credits - WhAT Association.

The Sugar Factory is still there (or at least what is left from it), but sugar is no
longer produced there. The building where once worked 1200 people is empty
now and is threatened to become only pile of bricks, although officially it is a
cultural monument of national importance and it should be protected from destruction. A group of architects has informally suggested several ideas for the
use of the building. It was suggested to be used as a museum of modern art,
loft apartments or an unlimited space for smokers. (smoking in public places in
Bulgaria was banned in 2010).Arch. Ivaylo Zahariev also shares the opinion that
it should be preserved and he now seeks assistance from institutions in order
to safe the building. So far unsuccessfully.
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Fig 99-101 :: The Sugar Factory. Photo credits - WhAT Association.
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Fig 102 :: Sugar Factory - Then the building still looked decent and
the beautiful steel window frames were at their places, 2002
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Fig 103-104 :: The Sugar Factory. Photo credits - WhAT Association.
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The building of the former Sugar Factory is a cultural monument of national
importance. It is valuable because there are very few such industrial buildings
left in Bulgaria. In recent years the monument is owned by the company “Sofia
Mel”, which deals with the production of flour. “Since they bought the place, they
have not cared for the building“, said Vanya Zegova - architect of the ‘Ilinden’
region, located opposite to the crumbling monument.

Fig 6/7 (previous pages) :: steel doors and windows crushed
in order remove the lintels. There is no trace nor from the guard,
neither from the fence, May 2009
Fig 8 :: couple of months later, the situation looks almost unsaveable, June 2009

In the beginning of the year, when the Ministry of Culture receives a signal that
the building might collapse, the problem becomes obsolete. Then a committee
of the municipality and the National Institute for Immovable Cultural Heritage
inspect the building and found that the eastern part could no longer be re-constructed and is dangerous to approach. The roof was gone and metal-bearing
columns were cut off. Immediately after the inspection the region mayor Zhelyazko Pishmanov ordered security and fence for the building to be provided
and gave one month for starting of the reinforcement works. Half a year later,
because the owner’s appeal, the order was not executed. The same scenario
is repeated two more times until the district administration received a letter from
Sofia Mel. It reported that the company has sold the factory. There were neither
name nor address of the new owner mentioned. The Municipality is also aware
of the saga about the rescue of one of the cultural monuments in Sofia. By
law, local authorities have the right to mortgage the building, repair it on their
own account and then look for their money back from the owner. “Unfortunately
we have no money for it. In order to allocate resources to them, we have to stop
renovation and construction of kindergartens for example.” - explained arch. Vladi
Kalinov - head of the Directorate of Building Control.

UNKNOWN PERPETRATOR
Actually, CEO Pantazis Savvopoulos seized the Sofia District Prosecutor’s Office that the building is being devastated by unknown people. From the National Institute asked the Regional Prosecutor’s Office to seek the prosecution of
the owner. The result - Prosecutor’s Office initiated inquiry against the unknown
perpetrator. The so called ‘unknown’ is actually a group of Gypsies, who were
cutting off the supporting metal columns of the building, drilling holes in the
walls, plundering metal stairs and window frames. On a sudden visit, a group
that numbered 40-50 people, was caught while exporting the materials by
carts. As a result of these raids, part of the roof has collapsed. The municipality
and the National Institute sought police assistance for the preservation of the
building. However, the police remained powerless, as it turned out that Gypsies
are teenagers and can not be detained. There are suggestions that except in
order to sell the metal elements, the Gypsies ruin the building to free the terrain
beneath it. As its status of a cultural monument does not allow the building to
be torn down. However, if it collapses by itself, the site can be used for new
construction.

Fig 105 :: The Sugar Factory. Photo credits - WhAT Association.
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Even ten years ago, when there was still something that one could reuse, a lot
investment would have been needed - now when we face these ruins it seems
to be a lost battle. The Sugar Factory became pretty rash one of those lost
chances, one of those examples that should teach us that there are almost
always some private interests behind such abandoned cultural monuments.
That their owners usually care more about the land under the old building than
about it’s identity and historical continuity. That is the sad reality, but let us not
be that pessimistic. There is a strong need of a working ‘ice-breaking’ example
that would open investor’s eyes for the potential of such renovated space.
Example, needed to set the right direction and demonstrate that it is a all-win
situation. There are numerous examples abroad standing to prove it. But let us
go back to Plovdiv.
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.TOBACCO
AND THE CITY
THE ALTERNATIVE PLOVDIV
“If people don’t know they can’t act.” [20]

Plovdiv as the second biggest city, as well as the capital of Bulgaria is currently
losing part of it’s historical identity. The buildings have been crumbling brick by brick
in front of people’s eyes for years. The players in this game are the same as in
the other cities, only their names are different. Part of this architectural, historical,
social and cultural memory is a neighbourhood - preserved splendid examples of
buildings that were once warehouses or factories for the tobacco industry. But the
fate of Sugar Factory in Sofia is slowly falling upon them. These buildings are built
in different moments in time, occupying much larger area and not all of them monuments. But there is a problem - Plovdiv is also loosing the opportunity to acquire a
whole diverse neighbourhood in an industrial style. A neighbourhood that is located
close to the city centre, the city park, two universities, several schools, the National
Library, railway station, bus station, and convenient communication links with major
boulevards at its periphery. A neighbourhood composed of buildings whose previous function needed huge, open, high and illuminated floors that can successfully
be transformed for new public and residential functions.
Some of those buildings have already been awaken for a new life. They already hovered some shops, a fitness centre and some residents. However, their interventions
are controversial in terms of quality and identity. There are few examples of preservation and exhibition of existing concrete or brick structures, most are plastered with
all colours of the rainbow and furthermore some three-storey additions on top of
four-storey buildings. And of course, shopping centres! We have a special attitude
to this particular function in our country - there are so many of them that one third even the newly built ones are still partially empty, not to mention the older ones. Part
of renovated buildings are used occasionally for cultural events, parties or exhibitions
of contemporary art. Events which are most suitable for their unfinished interiors. But
enough for the ‘lucky ones’, that got the chance to be saved from destruction. The
majority of the former tobacco warehouses have been standing in ruins for years,
welcoming with their crumbling façades guests of the city that is going to be the
cultural capital of Europe in 2019 and has the confidence of such locally. These
warehouses are owned by Bulgarian or foreign companies that do not show particular interest in even the most beautiful buildings, monumental architectural ensemble
facing one of the most picturesque streets in Plovdiv - Ivan Vazov Street. (former
“Statsionna Street”). The street was blazed from the city centre to the railway station
in years when the few cities in Europe have access to railway transport. Exactly this
street was chosen from the wealthier citizens to build their houses and their rich-ornamented warehouses and factories for production and trade of tobacco.

Fig106 :: Photo credits - techinvestingdaily.com

It is a unique neighbourhood that represents a complex mixture of old and new
buildings, patios, footbridges crossing over the streets left from the former production and green oases. Beautiful metal and wooden doors with inscriptions forgotten
as if someone left them years ago when life was flourishing, windows with unique
wooden frames that today are often discarded or used as firewood during the winter. In comparison, in Europe such old wooden frames are being carefully restored
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Strikes for the 8-hour
working day, observance
of labour legislation and
decent wages

period of rapid expansion

Once trade started to develop there was a need
for some modernization.
First was imported a machine with hand wheel for
cutting tobacco, which
was later on replaced
with a motorized machine
with a chainsaw. This is
considered the beginning
of modern processing of
tobacco in Bulgaria.

1903

Carlo Vaccaro owner
of the largest and well
equipped factory (former Stavridis), in order
to reduce the reduce
the current competition,
established a joint-stock
company “United tobacco factories” - known
later as the “Cartel”. Giant
company covered the
two-thirds of the tobacco industry in the country
and about 35% of the
manipulation of tobacco.

1909

As a result of the national
catastrophe in Plovdiv arrived many displaced refugees. Many of them had
great experience in the
cultivation and processing of tobacco. Tobacco
manufacturers welcomed
this new skilled workforce
to the business. This
symbiosis managed to
develop Plovdiv even further to the largest centre
for tobacco processing
and cigarette production
in Bulgaria.

1913

Dimitar Kudoglu bought
two warehouses on the
street Ivan Vazov (Stancionna), and with part
of his profit from trade
with tobacco, he built
the first in Bulgaria public
health institution - Home
of Charities and Public
Health. Until 1944 Kudoglu donated over 39
million lev.

+14% more..

..companies

The heirs of Gaberdyan separate from
Tomasyan’s
company
and create new factory
equipped with new machines - named later on
-“Plovdiv”.

Strikes for the 8-hour
working day, observance
of labour legislation and
decent wages

1929

1922

demonstrations against communist party

in Bulgaria were produced 52-53 million kilograms of tobacco

In Plovdiv there were
30 tobacco companies
handling and storing tobacco in 32 warehouses, 20 of which were
built especially for this
purpose. They are massive 4-5-storey buildings
situated in the area between the city centre and
the railway station.

Bulgarian Great National
Assembly founded a law
for state monopoly over
all tobacco warehouses,
equipment,
machinery
and the inventory of 81
foreign
and Bulgarian
companies in Plovdiv.
All these become state
property. From the first
of June was created a
new company “State Tobacco Monopoly”. After
nationalization the state
repeatedly expanded and
modernized production.
Cigarettes were exported
mainly to Germany, the
Soviet Union and Eastern
European countries.

European Capital of Culture Cities with the European Capital of Culture
title should prepare a
cultural programme with
a strong European dimension, which fosters
the participation of citizens in the city, its neighbourhood and the whole
country. Moreover the
programme must have a
lasting impact and contribute to the long-term
cultural and social development of the city. Cooperation between cultural
operators in different EU
countries is also encouraged.

199Kudoglu
warehouses
were sold to Italian firm
through the Italian consul
in Plovdiv

STATE MONOPOLY

Plovdiv territorial design
organization declared the
competition for a complex cultural centre. The
task was to redesign the
tobacco warehouses at
Kapitan Andreev Street
and those at Ivan Vazov /
Exarch Joseph and to be
adapted to the needs of
culture while maintaining
their façades. The competition remained at a
conceptual level.

1983

2019

global stagnation

“Unfortunately, today we
are losing a lot of these
emblematic for Plovdiv examples. As holders of the
special architecture they
could have been interesting models for the development of the cultural life
of the city. Could have
become a great cultural
centres, if the municipality
/ state had given us this
opportunity.“[20]

2010

2016

1890

1910

1923

1944

1989

1872

Dimitar Stavridis and Dimitar Marinov - established
stock company “Eagle”,
where initially only already
cut tobacco was processed.

1900

Only 15 year-old Magardich Tomasyan opened
in his grocery store in a
special compartment for
cutting tobacco. Soon
after that he associated
with other Armenian - Kevork Garabedian. Both
created workshop “Golden lev”. The association is
strengthened when Kevork married Tomasyan’s
sister. Both partners furnished a room for cutting
and sale of tobacco in
the Stanchov Khan near
to the Maritsa River - the
first tobacco company
“Tomasyan & Co” was
established.

Before the Balkan War
Plovdiv District was
the third largest areas
that grow tobacco in
the country. In 1914 it
became second, and
after the war became
even first with planted
59190m². Export of
tobacco is equalized
with that of Turkey and
Greece and between the
two World Wars Bulgaria
became the third largest
exporter in Europe.

1926

1932

FIRST STEPS

1914

in Bulgaria were produced 29 million kilograms of tobacco

The
cigarettes
“Tomasyan” received a gold
medal for quality at the
international exhibition in
London. The company
produced a record quantity for that time - one
million cigarettes per shift.
Cigarettes were exported
to Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, France
and England. The success of the brand lied in
the way and fermented
tobacco in the preparation recipe. The secret
knew only two people
- chief technologist and
the owner Armenak Tomasyan who inherited the
factory after his father’s
death.

1918

Nicola Libenov, Nicola
Dermendzopulos, Polimeris Dimitriadis and Konstantin Mandzanidis form
a stock company established a workshop “Sun”.

in the late 19th century in Bulgaria were produced about 2 million kilograms of tobacco

1889

1907
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and sold expensively, because they are a unique rarity. Friezes, ornaments
with the initials of the former owners, garlands and complex plaster moldings
present just a part of the architectural craftsmanship, which we inherited from
the people who lived not so long that we have forgotten them today. Hulled
stone faces look down on us frozen in their cold smiles. Old socialist signs are
sharing now the streets and contemporary street-art. All this only a short walk
among the tall buildings of the warehouses adjacent to the small two-storey
houses with gardens. Again like a setting for a film. It could be alive today. Only
the people are lacking. And yet there is still some minimal chance of all this to
be preserved. There are not many places in Bulgaria, where such a change
around a beautiful industrial district could happen, where there is only a need
of scenario that defines the direction and leaves the rest to the people.

TOBACCO WAREHOUSES
Kapitan Andreev street
HIGH
SCHOOL

TOBACCO WAREHOUSES
g.M.Dimitrov street

NATIONAL
LIBRARY

IVAN VAZOV STREET
The street was once built as a main connection between the city and the train
station. To own a house in the area was considered very prestigious and a
sign of social status. Here lived many of the biggest names not only in Plovdiv
but from the whole country. Besides these rich houses, in this area was concentrated the industry of the large tobacco magnates - the so called Tobacco
Town. Between the First and Second World War, the income from tobacco
represented about 70% of the Gross Domestic Product of the country. Special
attention should be paid to four of the warehouses, through which façades,
even crumbling and with partially lost ornamentation, people can still imagine
how representative these buildings once were. Each of them is an independent architectural monument, and four together as an ensemble also such. One
that overlooks the Ivan Vazov street and that which today is a sports centre
were owned by Jewish families - tobacco merchants who lived in Plovdiv. The
other two were warehouses of the big tobacco magnate Kudoglu. These two
tobacco warehouses, designed from arch. Dimitar Popov are on one side the
most beautiful ones, but from the other in the most miserable condition. Today
one of the buildings in the square was restored (the sport centre), the remaining three are owned by an Italians. Acquiring the buildings they developed a
restoration project including shops, offices and luxury apartments in the new
building’s program. It was almost before the beginning of the restoration works
when the city authorities changed and after the conduction of audits it appeared that the documents and permits that the Italians had were not valid.
So the investor refused the project even before the construction started. Next
to this square, there is another warehouse half of which is renovated. Today
it hosts a big furniture showroom. The other part is left half renovated . The
windows frames are replaced with new PVC, the wooden skeleton of the interior with on from reinforced concrete. Although not fully repaired in this former
warehouse many cultural events take place such as exhibitions, or events like
ONE ARCHITECTURE WEEK. This is the first warehouse that was restored,
but during the years it changed its owners several times and today again is
not in good condition.
The reason for the current situation in the tobacco town is questionable property. From this perspective, things are clear - everything was once state property
is already passed into private hands. It is questionable, if the restoration of a
monument in such condition could be more expensive than to collapse it and
build something new instead (without taking into consideration the lost identity!). It is therefore possible that some owners wait their buildings to fall down
alone, because this would remove the status of a monument and law barriers
protecting the cultural heritage along it. On the other hand serious investors
with financial capacity to restore and renovate them, encounter bureaucratic
obstacles as the project of the Italians. There is a need of agreement between
institutions and investors in order not to lose the Tobacco Town.
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Fig107 :: view over Ivan Vazov Street. Photo credits:
Adriana Shtereva
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Fig108 :: archive photograph of a woman working in the
tobacco industry
Fig109 :: The site and other important city elements
in 10-15 minutes walking distance
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Fig109 :: urban scale analysis - building heights
Fig110 :: urban scale analysis - functions
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Fig111:: urban scale analysis - street classification
Fig112 :: closer
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Fig113 :: situation in the urban context
Fig114-115 :: the current state of the warehouse on
Kapitan Andreev Street and Ivan Vazov Street, 2015
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
As in all major Bulgarian cities, architecture in Plovdiv after the Liberation develops in two main stages. Initially, eclectic historical styles like Neoclassic,
Neo-romanticism, and various mixed forms, were adopted. Over time there
was a transition to the Secession, but rather in separate elements, fragments
and details of decoration. There are few examples where the style influence
is evident in the overall plastic and decorative treatment of the building. The
second stage covers the development of architecture immediately before and
especially after the First World War. At first it followed the traditions and expression of the West “modern” recreated in a modest form, but over time began to
be influenced by the currents of rationalism and functionalism.
Along Ivan Vazov Street there are many preserved buildings from both main
stages of Plovdiv’s architectural development. Some of them have remarkable
artistic qualities, others, although a bit modest, also help to keep the historical
atmosphere of area. In a report prepared in 1983 by National Institute for Cultural Monuments in the area there were around 70 declared sites of cultural
monuments and 40 from them are located along Ivan Vazov Street or neighbouring streets in direct visual contact of the mainstream. Essential part of
those monuments are the tobacco warehouses located between the Krakra
Street and Nikola Vaptsarov Street and especially the building on Kapitan Andreev Street the corner building at Ivan Vazov Street and Exarch Yosif Street.
In the twenties and thirties, they brought a different scale to the area. Despite
of their volume and because of the carefully treated plastic façades, they were
perceived better as a continuation on a different structural level, than an impact.
Their appearance supports the aesthetics of the ensemble and includes successfully in the southwest front of Ivan Vazov Street
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Fig116 :: current state of the facade - warehouse on
Kapitan Andreev Street and Ivan Vazov Street, 2015
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--GEMINI-- ON KAPITAN ANDREEV STREET
Both warehouses are the oldest - built in 1919-1920 by arch. Dimitar Popov
(graduate of the Technical School in Stuttgart). They are the same (mirrored) in
terms of functional and aesthetic layout. Both buildings have semi-basement,
four main floors and extensive attic floor. The floor area is 2x570m². The entrance is common for both buildings and is located in a niche between them.
The massive staircase was built after 1950. Over time some changes were
made in the layout of the two warehouses. Originally the floors were accessed
by a wooden staircase, part of which is still preserved today in one of the
wings and leads to the basement. The whole staircase in the other wing was
destroyed in order to gain additional storage area. The structure is typical for
such buildings, 80cm tick massive external walls, wooden columns 30x30cm
spread over axis distance of 3.70m. The main beams have section 20x20cm.
In some places, the columns and beams are coated with boards. Cross the
main beams there are thinner 8x18cm beams with average distance of 0.7m
with laid wooden flooring. The ceiling beams are primarily visible, but at some
places were used thick necked plastered shingles. All axis are the same for all
levels, but by different floor heights. First floor - 3.00m., the second and third
floor are 2.20m. The fourth floor was used for manipulation - 2.70m. and the
split-level attic floor - 3.30m + 2.40m.
The exterior of the building is designed in the spirit of eclectic styles from the
turn of the century. The central motif is underlined with a double arched pediment and comes forward in shallow rizalit, segmented in three fields. The middle field is wider, flanked by smooth lisénes, decorated with garlands at the
top. The windows are decorated with keys and united in smooth plaster vertical
frames, whereas those in secondary fields are wider than the side fields. Horizontally the facade is hold (divided) from the high stone plinth of the basement,
the cornice between the first and second floor and the cornice above the fourth
floor, which follows the arched windows of the attic floor. It is illuminated by
small rectangular windows in the axis of the floors. The fretwork decoration
consists of panels with garlands and vegetation ornaments. Preserved are the
original wrought iron doors. Over the entrance are placed ornamented lanterns.
On the keystone of the main gable second wing are marked the initials of the
first owner - Dimitar Kudoglu. The same detail in one wing is determined by a
male stone mask. All those horizontal and vertical façade segmentation and
decoration help to cover the spacial clumsiness of the building and its inscription into the context. Despite the late period of the construction, neoclassical
techniques have been applied - symmetry with emphasis on the central axis,
without aiming any spatial movement (which in fact was dictated mainly by
function). Regardless of the functional changes made both buildings managed
to keep their authenticity, especially in terms of exterior. Northeast façades are
the most expressive and with highest value in the whole building ensemble.
Their meaning is determined by the fact that they participate in the overall perception of the structure, but also are in direct visual contact with Ivan Vazov
Street.
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Fig117 :: current state of the facade - warehouse on
Kapitan Andreev Street and Ivan Vazov Street, 2015
Fig118 :: situation in the urban context
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Fig119 :: UP! From G.M.Dimitov Street - connection
between the buildings used for transport of tobacco
and goods
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Fig120 :: One of the “gaps” between the buildings
Fig121 :: crumbling ornamented facade facing
G.M.Dimitrov Street.
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EKZARH YOSIF STR.

G.M.DIMITROV STR.

IVAN VAZOV STR.

?
KAPITAN ANDREEV STR.

G.M.DIMITROV STR.

IVAN VAZOV STR.

KAPITAN ANDREEV STR.

Fig122 :: current floor plans
Fig123 :: façades
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Fig124 :: situation in the urban context
Fig125-126 :: current state of the facade - warehouse
on Ekzarh Yosif Street
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--THE YELLOW WAREHOUSE-- ON EKZARH YOSIF STREET
The building was built around 1924-1925 by arch. Kamen Petkov. It has basement, three main floors and attic floor and area of 1130m². The entrance is located by the patio on the Exarch Yosif Street. The building scheme of the original construction is typical for warehouse buildings - solid brick 60cm tick walls,
wooden columns 30x30cm bear the main beams and cross to them there are
thinner 8x18cm beams with average distance of 0.7m with laid wooden flooring. After 1950 a complete reconstruction was made, changing the function
of the building. The whole wooden structure was removed and changed with
a concrete box going through all floors. That is the reason why some of the
windows facing Ivan Vazov Street are closed. This particular façade is designed
symmetrically with stress on the vertical segmentation, as one of fields is manifested in shallow rizalit. In the spaces between the windows there are panels without decoration. In some places these panels are combined vertically
through all three floors. The façade is designed following the guide lines of the
‘modern’ style and from a distance looks uniform. Even with less decoration the
building was successfully included in the architectural design of the complex.

--THE RED WAREHOUSE-- ON EKZARH YOSIF STREET

Fig127 :: current state of the facade - warehouse on
Ekzarh Yosif Street surrounded by Sycamore trees
(Platanus occidentalis) - view from across Ivan Vazov
Street, 2015
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The building was built around 1936 and has semi-basement, two floors and an
attic floor. The area is 580m². The initial functional distribution is characteristic
for storage buildings - spacious halls with large floor height - over 4.00m. The
bearing structure is from reinforced concrete, but the floors are wooden - laid
on the reinforced beams. The entrance is located in the courtyard on Exarch
Yosif Street. The reinforced concrete construction dates back to 1950 when
the functional change - as in the neighbouring YELLOW WAREHOUSE was
made and some fermentation chambers were added. The exterior of the building is not of particular interest. The windows are framed, the proportions are
classical. The division is again mainly vertical and in some places the panels are
combined vertically through all the floors. The overall impression is in the scale
and nature of similar industrial buildings on G.M.Dimitrov Street. The building
is part of the traditional spatial structure of production neighbourhoods without
any artistic, or aesthetic value. Its exterior does not correspond to the time of
construction and its contemporary construction system.
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EKZARH YOSIF STR.

G.M.DIMITROV STR.

IVAN VAZOV STR.

?
IVAN VAZOV STR.

EKZARH YOSIF STR.

KAPITAN ANDREEV STR.

Fig128 :: current floor plans
Fig129 :: façades
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BUILDING SUMMARY
built in
axis distance
gross internal area / level
load bearing structure
previously used for
current status
modifications in time

level -1
level 1
level 2
split-level
attic

1936
3.70m
580m² - in total 2320m²
80cm brick walls + wooden framed structure
storage of tobacco
in use, fitness studio + cafe + rest area
constructional and functional changes fermentation chambers (removed after the last modification)
2.55m
4.75m
4.75m
3.45m + 3.45m

Fig130-131 :: the warehouse on G.M.Dimitrov Str. explained in graphics + building’s summary
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KAPITAN ANDREEV STR.

Fig132 :: current floor plans
Fig133 :: situation in urban context
Fig134 :: façade - Photo credits - arch.Adriana Shtereva
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Fig XX ::
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Fig135 :: situation in urban context
Fig136-137 :: surrounding deserted industrial buildings
creating the specific atmosphere of the area.
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Fig138 :: situation in urban context
Fig139-140 :: surrounding deserted industrial buildings
creating the specific atmosphere of the area.
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Fig 141-142 :: surrounding deserted industrial buildings creating the specific atmosphere of the area.
Fig143 :: situation in urban context
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THE TOBACCO CITY IN PLOVDIV. A NEW CULTURE EXCHANGE HOTSPOT.

“In just two days tomorrow will be yesterday..”

Fig144 :: Illustration - Dale Edwin Murray

This project is a proposition for the adaptive reuse of an iconic cultural monuments. Despite of the severe condition of the buildings,
there is still a potential for adaptation and re-connection with the
contemporary urban context. Such building modification and its
new functional filler could attract visitors and thus, lead to a better life standard within the area and to a sustainable development
of the cultural life in Plovdiv in general. The re-design defines a
balance between the problems of the district, the needs of the inhabitants and the architectural and historical values of the Tobacco
City complex. But as my ideas for the defined buildings could be
rather subjective, there is something more important - the project
is conceived as a part of a phased development. It means that
within a couple of stages it is supposed to refresh not only the
included 3-4 buildings, but the urban vicinity that surrounds them.
131

SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT SYMBIOSIS AND ARCHITECTURE, WHILE SEARCHING FOR ‘THE ANSWER TO
THE ULTIMATE QUESTION OF LIFE, THE UNIVERSE,
AND EVERYTHING’[22]

Fig145-146 :: dual-exposure photography ©
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On these couple of pages you will find two flows of mutualistic relationships that I started developing around two years ago. Although
I was fairly cautious at the very beginning with time I started to challenge myself with every new photo montage or drawing and was
glad when I was able to trace these small provocations in the final
product. This ‘duality’ - the symbiotic relationship between portrait
photography and architecture, or a watercolor drawing that com133

bines in one organics and mechanics. Spending time with those
‘free time’ projects they started to have some influence on my last
university projects. Unconscious at the beginning, it grew with time
and now looking backwards at my master projects it is clear to
notice. It is a kind of perception-shift concerning singularity, not just
functionally, but as a whole. A random portrait photograph, a watercolor drawing of a fish or the mono-functionallity in architectural
design, was not enough anymore. Considering all the information
that is overpowering our minds from the screens on a daily basis,
to impress somebody with something traditional becomes a more
and more difficult task. You will say, not every building’s purpose
is to impress, there are buildings that have purely practical functions - for instance, substation or factory, but we also rarely tend
to mention some of those buildings (functions) and the “good architecture” in one sentence. As Ass.Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr.techn. Gerd
Hlawka once explained in his lecture in Architectural Theory - there
are buildings with more “architecture” and there are with less - so
according to him the architecture is a share of the whole impression that the building leaves in us - it is something countable. It is
that feeling that makes you stay longer in a certain and you don’t
clearly understand why. All the rest you can call construction (Bau, Rohbau). In this line of thought architecture of the future should
be on one hand as flexible as possible, because of our high speed
lifestyle - “In just two days tomorrow will be yesterday..” and trying to
offer functional interrelationship on the other.

SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT THE WORKING PROCESS.
This book is thought to be talkative, illustrative, pleasant to hold
and open up. It is trying to reach its audience with photographs,
sketchy ideas, graphs and time-lines, rather than condensation of
endless paragraphs. For my last projects I started to scan every
relevant note and sketch, building up a kind of documentations
that normally were ending up with more than 40 pages (70 pages
for the last master project). With one word, almost the whole design process happens in the analogue world and gets digitalized
at the end. Probably this is way off topic, but there is something in
the ‘head - hand - and a sheet paper’ connection, that gets lost in
digital alternative - ‘head - peripherals - design software’.

Fig147-149 :: Coffee After Eight © - watercolor project,
developed last two years, that involves experimentation
with different drawing mediums such as coffee, cappuccino and red wine.
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A couple of months ago I threw a look back over these three
books with sketches (three master projects) and noticed something I didn’t realize while working focused just at one of them.
I noticed similar line of reasoning and problem solving. The idea
of flexibility and dual-use of space is also integrated in all of them
and instead of keeping those “personal discussions on paper” I
decided to continue my practice and include some of the work-inprogress sketches also here. And who knows, seen from distance
after some time this project could have been a turning point for
something new.
135

Fig150 :: some provocative questions used to summarize the initial intentions.
Fig151 :: concept/vision - notes, quotations and sketches.
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Fig152 :: brainstorming.
Fig153 :: roof ‘duality’ - idea research.
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Fig154 :: thoughts about building’s integration.
Fig155 :: problem solving and new functions.
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Fig156-157 :: ground level development and interconnections
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Fig158-160 :: modifications in the interior façades (facing
the ‘gap’ between the buildings) and view from one of the
storeys.
Fig161 :: work-in-process sections - lighting concept enhancing different moods in the interior (function related)
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Fig162-163 :: multifunctional hall - exhibition set
Fig164 :: multifunctional hall - structure development dimensions and details
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While trying to summarize the analysis information and considering
the current situation in the country (mentioned earlier in the chapter
about Plovdiv) I came to the conclusion that the best way to approach such a complex design task is by dividing it into several
phases. First: on a urban level - the city needs cultural decentralisation - secondary cultural hot-spots that bring back public’s
interest to a bit forgotten and ‘rusty’ city areas. Second: to bring
back to live some long deserted cultural monuments, that though
situated near each other have some individual features. And third:
to give a new glimpse and alternative to the established attitude
among local investors about questions concerning reconstruction
and adaptive reuse of old buildings (apparently the status - a cultural monument is not enough!). From general to the specific, as a
principle could be in handy, but just for the start. Why? Be patient.
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APPROACH AND FIRST CONCEPT IDEAS. CULTURE
AS CATALYST FOR SOCIAL CHANGE.

PHASE 1. URBAN ANALYSIS AND VALUE ASSESSMENT.

0

100

PHASE 1

URBAN ANALYSIS AND
VALUE ASSESSMENT.

PHASE 2
THE SHEEP IN A BOX. ADDING DIFFERENT TEMPORARY
FUNCTIONS IN ORDER TO ATTRACT PUBLIC INTEREST.

PHASE 3

ATTRACTING INVESTORS. ADDING CO-WORKING
AND ACCOMMODATION AREAS.

Fig165-167 :: design strategy
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Plovdiv is characterized by a strong concentration of historic heritage sites in the city centre. Towards the periphery there is a clear
zoning of the post-liberation, socialist and the contemporary period. The main idea on urban level is to develop the neighbouring
ex-indusry warehouses as a secondary centre in order to break the
existing functional scheme of the city - a strong concentration of
events in the city centre and lack of communication with the areas
in the periphery. There are numerous examples worldwide, where
a single building, or adaptation and reuse of an old one led to a
sensible change in the whole neighbourhoods, sometimes in the
whole city (if we recall what happened with Bilbao). Also not quite
infamous example that managed to bring such changes in urban
level is the Kunsthaus(The in Graz (P. Cook, C. Fournier) as part
of ‘Graz Cultural Capital of Europe 2003’. The construction of a new
Museum of Modern Art raised a wave of public interest - not only
to the concrete building, but also to the area - as consequence
the located nearby square Lendplatz had been fully reconstructed.
Than the neighbourhood slowly turned from such with a strong
minority character into a cultural hub where designers, architects
and artists opened their studios. Doors opened also new galleries,
small cafés and bars attracting even more young people on daily
basis. Of course, when discussing the Kunsthaus in Graz we just
cannot skip the fact that it was result of an investment of 43 million
Euro (way above the planed budget)! Although Plovdiv is preparing
for the same event, from financial point of view in Bulgaria such
amount will be quickly regarded as insane and that means there
needs to be a Plan B. Thinking over the alternatives - the so called
snowball effect [23] stands out.
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PHASE 2. THE SHEEP IN A BOX. ADDING DIFFERENT
TEMPORARY FUNCTIONS IN ORDER TO ATTRACT
PUBLIC INTEREST.
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This step covers some field work in Plovdiv (photographs and conversations with people in the neighbourhood), visit to the headquarters of ‘Plovdiv 2019’ (non-government organization with main
objectives to develop and to prepare Plovdiv’s bid book for European
Capital of Culture in 2019). After reading lots of articles and a book
over Plovdiv that partially mentions the topic and considering the
information from the previous step this is the point where the general (on urban level) shrinks quickly and gets really specific. My
proposition for this step is to select one of the aforementioned four
buildings. This selection is influenced mainly by two factors. First:
the architectonic qualities of the building and it’s current condition.
Second: this should be the one that can offer space for as much
temporary functions as possible, in case some of them don’t manage to set on fire the public’s attention the rest will start working as
a decentralized magnet (why exactly this building is explained later in
the chapter). The strategy is by integrating a lot of temporary uses
such as exhibitions, workshops, discussions podiums, seasonal
markets, gatherings, theatre, projections, alternative cinema and
parties to make people fall in love with the place, to start recognising it, so when the area develops further by adding semi-temporary or temporary functions to the neighbouring buildings there
would be already a community that goes on.
0

0

100

How do you do it? Remember the story about the Little Prince from
Exupéry - and more precisely the moment when he asks the pilot
to draw him a sheep:

100

“IF YOU PLEASE - DRAW ME A SHEEP..”
PHASE 4

ATTRACTING INVESTORS. THE RED WAREHOUSE.
TO BE (FITNESS), OR NOT TO BE?

PHASE 5

ATTRACTING EVEN BIGGER INVESTORS
AND TURNING BACK TO URBAN LEVEL.

DESIRED OUTCOME

BEST CASE SCENARIO - TURNING THE TOBACCO
CITY IN PLOVDIV’S SECONDARY CULTURAL CENTRE.

And the first appears to be sick, the second to be a ram and the
third - too old. Then he drew him a box with holes and let his
imagination do the rest. If we literally translate it into the project
this first building works exactly like the little prince’s box. It is going
to attract different people or organisations for the specific events
and every one of them having their own vision how to use the free
space (how the sheep looks like) will be able to modify and adapt
it to their own vision or needs.

PHASE 3. ATTRACTING INVESTORS. ADDING CO-WORKING AND ACCOMMODATION AREAS.

Fig168-170 :: design strategy
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Growing by opening out to the neighbour building. This phase is
to be launched by the appearance of more (private) investors. At
one hand the proposed functions for that step are under common ‘cultural’ denominator with those form the last phase, but
151

on other hand they are rental - could recover the investor’s money. Co-working spaces and residential area for young art-related
people, but also designers, architects or photographers. By using
the characteristics of the building the distance between living and
working areas could be so short so these people would be able
literally to get to their working desk / studio in slippers with cup of
coffee in their hand.

PHASE 4. ATTRACTING INVESTORS. THE RED WAREHOUSE. TO BE (FITNESS), OR NOT TO BE?
This phase is crucial for the future of the smallest building in the ensemble. It was built later than the others and differing in structural
and stylistic as a building it doesn’t add much value to the character
of the place - but it does it rather with its position, volume and the
gaps (in-between spaces) that this volume creates. I am leaving the
fate of the building to be decided at this later phase, because unlike
the others it operates - it houses a fitness studio and some common
spaces and although currently it attracts a narrow group of people to
the neighbourhood until the project reaches phase 4 it could have its
contribution.
Here are some of the approach options. If nothing is changed - the
building will remain disintegrated (functionally, proportionally and to
some extend stylistically). We could change the function - than the
result will be a semi-integrated building (what would fit best within its
context). And finally, in case there are serious intentions for a investment - it could be demolished (or partially kept) in order to build a new
building at its place. A building that could address some of the issues
that the older can’t - in terms of energy efficiency and parking lots.

PHASE 5. ATTRACTING EVEN BIGGER INVESTORS AND
TURNING BACK TO URBAN LEVEL.
After the re-activation of the buildings in the greatest need the project
goes back to urban level and cast public’s attention on the surrounding industrial buildings. These buildings themselves have are not that
representative, but in general each one of them is important for the
preservation of industrial atmosphere - the identity of the place.

Fig171-172- :: design concept - distribution of new
functions
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A

GROUND LEVEL :: SCALE 1:500

A

Fig173 :: isometric view
Fig174 :: ground floor
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BUILDING SUMMARY
built in
axis distance
gross internal area / level
load bearing structure
previously used for
current status
modifications in time

level -1
level 1
level 2
level 3
split-level
attic

1925
3.75m
1130m² - in total 5650m²
60cm brick walls + wooden framed structure
storage of tobacco
abandoned, with crumbling façades
wooden framed structure removed - a concrete box going
through all floors used as fermentation chambers
2.80m
3.00m
3.00m
3.00m
3.00m + 5.00m

Fig 175-176 :: PHASE 2 - the sheep in the box + building’s
summary
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PHASE 2. THE SHEEP IN A BOX. ADDING DIFFERENT
TEMPORARY FUNCTIONS IN ORDER TO ATTRACT
PUBLIC INTEREST.
As mentioned above this step is crucial to the whole project. The
plan is by putting a lot of temporary uses in there (exhibitions, workshops, discussions podiums, seasonal markets, gatherings, theatre,
projections, alternative cinema and parties) to attract public and bring
the people back to the “rusty” neighbourhood. There are a couple
of reasons to choose exactly this buildings - it has the biggest
volume, a building depth of almost 28m, pretty small windows to
supply it with daylight and its original interior already underwent a
lot of modifications by adding concrete fermentation chambers. In
order to provide such a spacious hall-like room for all those new
temporary functions the first three storeys have been removed and
a steel-frame construction has been added to support the top
level and the roof. In order to provide better access there are modifications to the façades that face the ‘between-buildings’ space
(fig158-160) and the small courtyard behind where to the interior
could be extended (fig178).

EXPECTANCY - OCCUPANCY - DAY / NIGHT

= x20

EXHIBITIONS:

For a period of couple of weeks/month.
More people are to be expected at the
opening/closing events. (fig162-163)

DISCUSSIONS &
WORKSHOPS:

These are predictable (sign-in lists), topic-related events that usually don’t last
more that a week, but therefore the space
is used regularly.

MARKETS

Seasonal, art&crafts bazaars could always
profit from a empty space like this. These
events usually last from two-three days to a
week and visited from a lot of people

PROJECTIONS&
PRESENTATIONS

Whether a theatre performances or a TEDx
presentations (fig180) - these are one day/
evening events concentrating a lot of people at one place. (predictable count - tickets)

PARTIES&
GATHERINGS

Off events concentrating a lot of people at
one place. (not predictable count)

Fig177 :: courtyard - perspective view
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OUT

MULTIFUNCTIONAL HALL
SEASONAL MARKET SET
350x350x300 pavilions
(could be used also partially)
INSIDE - 30 pavilions
OUTSIDE - 10 pavilions

A

A

A

A

IN

MULTIFUNCTIONAL HALL - SEASONAL MARKET SET

Fig178 :: multifunctional hall ground level - current state
Fig179 :: multifunctional hall - seasonal market set
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL HALL - STAGE SET

Fig180 :: multifunctional hall ground level - current state
Fig181 :: multifunctional hall - stage set
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A

+20.10

+18.25

+12.05 LEVEL 5 - CO-WORKING
+11.35 LEVEL 5 - CO-WORKING

+9.36 LEVEL 4 - CO-WORKING
+8.25 LEVEL 5 (REMOVED)

+7.10 LEVEL 3 (REMOVED)

+4.88 LEVEL 2 - CO-WORKING

+5.15 LEVEL 2 (REMOVED)

+2.05 LEVEL 1 (REMOVED)
+1.70 LEVEL 1 (REMOVED)

-0.90 LEVEL -1 - HVAC

-0.90 LEVEL -1 - HVAC

A

MULTIFUNCTIONAL HALL - SECOND LEVEL

Fig182 :: multifunctional hall second level - current state
Fig183 :: multifunctional hall - coworking
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SECTION AA

Fig184 :: multifunctional hall - section
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BUILDING SUMMARY
built in
axis distance
gross internal area / level
load bearing structure
previously used for
current status
modifications in time

level -1
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
split-level
attic

1920
3.70m
2 x 570m² - in total 6840m²
80cm brick walls + wooden framed structure
storage of tobacco
abandoned, with crumbling façades
wooden staircase - replaced with new
from reinforced concrete
2.50m
3.00m
2.20m
2.20m
2.70m
3.30m + 2.40m

Fig185-187 :: PHASE 3 - attracting investors. Adding co-working and accommodation areas + building’s summary
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SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT PRESENT, NEW MATERIALS AND CONTINUITY
As it comes to materials - although all the buildings are have plastered brick walls, wooden load-bearing structure and glass, the
selection of colours and façade decoration makes the coexistence
of the 4 buildings a bit difficult. Or as one professor from TU Delft
used to say ‘they don’t shake hands’. These façades not only differ from each other geometrically, but on top of that are painted
in orange, red, yellow and white. (p.102-123) When the exteriors
are concerned, after the refurbishment it would be better if the
buildings are painted in one or more, but close brighter tones.
Such a step could help the ensemble to pop-up as a whole and at
the same time make the particular facade details stand out more.
Having in mind, that the interventions the re-design suggests are
mostly to the interior of the buildings, it is understandable that here
it gets a bit more complicated. At the present situation the interior
of the buildings is a colourful mishmash of textures and materials
in varying degree of deterioration, making the interiors themselves
pretty interesting. Their stripped brick walls and wood trusses receive minor structural updates, but otherwise most of them are left
raw. The industrial atmosphere is highlighted by introducing a new
steel bearing structure and staircases.
At this stage, when the new material is fixed, there are two possible approaches. The first option is by using colours and textures
to let the new elements pop-up and the created contrast to distinguish new from old. In this case the new will overwhelm the old.
I believe that the rough and worn look of the interior is interesting
enough and interventions need to be delicate in order not to overdo it. That is why I decided to set all new metal elements in dark
grey. On the one hand the muted colours would still make them
easy to recognize, emphasizing their geometry, and put them in
the under the original materials hierarchy.

Fig188 :: library café - perspective view
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B
A

B

A

GROUND LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

Fig189 :: gemini ground level - before
Fig190 :: gemini ground level - after
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GROUND LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

Fig191 :: gemini ground level - before
Fig192 :: gemini ground level - after
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B
A

B

A

FIRST LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

FIRST LEVEL (REMOVED) :: SCALE 1:200

5

Fig193 :: gemini first level - before
Fig194 :: gemini first level - after
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Fig195 :: gemini first level - before
Fig196 :: gemini first level - after
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B
A

+4.88

A

B

SECOND LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

Fig197 :: gemini second level - before
Fig198 :: gemini second level - after
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SECOND LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

Fig199 :: gemini second level - before
Fig200 :: gemini second level - after
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+20.10

+18.25

+12.05 LEVEL 5 - CO-WORKING
+11.35 LEVEL 5 - CO-WORKING

+9.36 LEVEL 4 - CO-WORKING
+8.25 LEVEL 5 (REMOVED)

+7.10 LEVEL 3 (REMOVED)

+4.88 LEVEL 2 - CO-WORKING

+5.15 LEVEL 2 (REMOVED)

+2.05 LEVEL 1 (REMOVED)
+1.70 LEVEL 1 (REMOVED)

-0.90 LEVEL -1 - HVAC

-0.90 LEVEL -1 - HVAC

Fig201 :: section AA
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B
A

A

B

THIRD (SPLIT) LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

Fig202 :: gemini third level - before
Fig203 :: gemini third level - after
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THIRD LEVEL (REMOVED) :: SCALE 1:200

Fig204 :: gemini third level - before
Fig205 :: gemini third level - after
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B

4
+9.36

4
+9.36

B

A

FOURTH LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

FOURTH LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

5

Fig206 :: gemini fourth level - before
Fig207 :: gemini fourth level - after
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Fig208 :: gemini fourth level - before
Fig209 :: gemini fourth level - after
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B

B

A

FIFTH LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

Fig210 :: gemini fifth level - before
Fig211 :: gemini fifth level - after
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FIFTH LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

Fig212 :: gemini fifth level - before
Fig213 :: gemini fifth level - after
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B

B

ATTIC (SPLIT) LEVEL :: SCALE 1:200

Fig214 :: gemini attic level - before
Fig215 :: gemini attic level - after
Fig216 :: gemini - second level - perspective view
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+18.25

+15.70 ATTIC - TYPE 3.4

+12.05 LEVEL 5 - TYPE 3.4

+9.36 LEVEL 4 - TYPE 2

+7.10 LEVEL 3 - TYPE 2.2

+4.88 LEVEL 2 - TYPE 2.2

+1.70 LEVEL 1 - TYPE 2

-0.90 LEVEL -1 - CAFE/BAR

Fig217 :: section BB
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Fig218 :: directions
Fig219 :: façade seen from Ivan Vazov Street
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10

Fig220 :: directions
Fig221 :: façade seen from G.M.Dimitrov Street
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Fig222 :: directions
Fig223 :: façade seen from Kapitan Andreev Street
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Fig224 :: directions
Fig225 :: façade seen from Ekzarh Yosif Street
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Ivan Vazov Street, 2015- own photo
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